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Zusammenfassung 

Die  Dissertation umfasst drei Studien, in denen mit funktioneller vorliegende

Magnetresonanztomographie altersbedingte Veränderungen funktioneller Netzwerke im 

menschlichen Gehirn untersucht werden. Während die erste Studie aufgabenabhängige 

regionale Hirnaktivität untersuchte, beruhten Studien 2 und 3 auf einem meta-analytischen 

Ansatz sowie der Untersuchung der aufgabenunabhängigen, d. h. intrinsischen, Aktivität des 

Gehirns.  

Der Fokus der ersten beiden Studien liegt auf altersabhängigen Veränderungen der 

Aktivität von Hirnregionen, welche mit der Durchführung einer sensomotorischen Aufgabe 

als auch einer visuellen Aufmerksamkeitsaufgabe einhergeht. Dabei wurde eine altersbedingte 

Abnahme neuronaler Selektivität, d. h. eine zunehmende neuronale Dedifferenzierung 

besonders berücksichtigt. In Studie 1 führten 101 Probanden zwei unterschiedliche Aufgaben 

durch; eine sensomotorische- sowie eine visuelle Aufmerksamkeitsaufgabe. Es konnte eine 

Interaktion zwischen dem Alter und der mit der jeweiligen Aufgabe einhergehenden 

Hirnaktivität gezeigt werden. Genauer gesagt, ging eine regionale altersbedingte Abnahme 

neuronaler Aktivität in aufgabenbezogenen Hirnregionen mit einer erhöhten neuronalen 

Aktivität in anderen Hirnregionen einher. Diese zusätzliche Rekrutierung findet jedoch nicht 

nur innerhalb eines funktionellen Netzwerkes statt, sondern über verschiedene Netzwerke 

hinweg und spiegelt eine verringerte Differenzierung der zugrunde liegenden Netzwerke 

wider. Dieser Effekt betont die Relevanz, Veränderungen regionaler neuronaler Aktivierung 

über die Aktivierungsmuster verschiedener funktioneller Netzwerke hinweg zu untersuchen.  

Die zugrunde liegenden interregionalen Mechanismen für diese altersabhängigen 

Veränderungen wurden in der zweiten Studie näher untersucht. Dort wurde die 

Kommunikation zwischen denjenigen Regionen aus Studie 1, die einer Dedifferenzierung 

über verschiedene Netzwerke hinweg unterlagen, untersucht. Dazu wurde die Korrelation 
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neuronaler Aktivitätsverläufe, d. h. die funktionelle Konnektivität (FC), dieser 

Darüber hinaus wurde Regionen, die eine funktionelle Verbindung mit allen 

netzwerkspezifischen Regionen aufzeigten, ebenfalls in die FC-Analyse eingebunden. Diese 

-analytischen Ansatzes 

ermittelt. Mit den Ergebnissen aus Studie 1 übereinstimmend, zeigte Studie 2 eine verringerte  

Konnektivität für funktionelle Verbindungen zwischen den Netzwerken. Darüber hinaus 

spiegelt eine verringerte intrinsische Kopplung zwischen den netzwerkspezifischen und den 

netzwerkübergreifenden Hirnregionen eine altersbedingt - -Kontrolle 

wider, welche ebenfalls eine Dedifferenzierung der aufgabenspezifischen neuronalen 

Aktivität hervorrufen könnte. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass Veränderungen intrinsischer 

Verbindungen regionale Aktivitätsveränderungen reflektieren und somit einen Einfluss auf 

allgemeine altersbedingte Verhaltensmuster haben könnten. 

Die dritte Studie unterstützt diese Annahme. Hier wurden altersbedingte FC-

Veränderungen als mögliche neuronale Grundlage altersbedingter Verhaltensanpassungen  in 

Aufgaben, welche eine kognitive Handlungskontrolle erfordern, untersucht. Im ersten 

Experiment dieser Studie wurde eine altersbedingte Verschlechterung der Reaktionszeiten in 

einer Reiz-Reaktions-Inkompatibilitätsaufgabe festgestellt. Im zweiten Experiment wurde 

eine altersbedingte Abnahme der intrinsischen Konnektivität innerhalb des Netzwerkes, das 

mit Reiz-Reaktions-Inkompatibilitätsaufgaben assoziiert ist, gezeigt. Diese intrinsischen 

Veränderungen werden als ein mögliches neuronales Substrat für die gezeigten 

altersbedingten Verhaltensdefizite diskutiert. 

Zusammen zeigen die drei Studien, dass altersbedingte Veränderungen interregionaler 

Kommunikation zum einen aufgabenabhängige regionale Aktivierungs-veränderungen, zum 

anderen aber auch Verhaltensveränderungen widerspiegeln. Der intrinsische Zustand des 
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Gehirns ist damit ein wichtiger Untersuchungsgegenstand, um altersbedingte Veränderungen 

im menschlichen Gehirn besser verstehen zu können.  
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Abstract 
 
Based on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) the present dissertation comprises 

three studies dealing with age-related changes within and between functional networks in the 

healthy human brain. Study 1 was based on regional task-dependent neural activity whereas 

studies 2 and 3 rest upon a meta-analytic approach and the analysis of the task-independent 

state of the brain. 

The focus of the first two studies was on regional task-dependent and interregional task-

independent changes between nodes of two different functional networks, the sensorimotor 

network and the visual attention network, thereby addressing an age-related reduction of 

neural selectivity, i.e., dedifferentiation. In study 1 an age-by-task interaction indicates that a 

, i.e., dedifferentiation, in the aging brain may be 

counteracted by an increased recruitment of additional regions not only within, but also across 

functional networks. This finding emphasizes that comparing activation patterns across 

different functional networks is necessary to investigate age-related alterations of neural 

activation. Moreover, this effect prompts considerations on the nature of lifespan-dynamics of 

the human brain as it suggests that the mapping between regional processes and experimental 

tasks may undergo age-related changes. 

On the basis of this task-dependent phenomenon, the second study investigates the 

network underpinnings of such age-related changes by analyzing the interregional integration 

of regions underlying a dedifferentiation across different functional systems (derived from 

study 1). In particular, the correlation of the task-independent neural activity-courses, i.e., 

resting-state functional connectivity (FC), of these regions was examined. Additionally, the 

FC analysis included regions that were functionally associated will all of the initial regions, 

 In line with regional activation changes reported in study 1, we 

found diminished anti-correlated FC for inter-system connections. Moreover, the observed 
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reduced intrinsic coupling between system-specific and task-general regions might reflect 

age-related deficits in top-down control possibly leading to dedifferentiation of task-specific 

brain activity. Hence, the results indicate that intrinsic FC changes concur with regional 

activity changes in the healthy aging brain, thus contributing to common age-related 

behavioral changes. 

Study 3 hardens this assumption. In the first part of this study an age-related behavioral 

decline for conflict processing, induced by spatial stimulus-response incompatibility, was 

demonstrated. In the second experiment decreases in intrinsic functional connectivity between 

nodes of the network associated with incompatibility-induced response conflicts were 

unveiled. These age-related changes in interregional communication are suggested to be a 

neural substrate for the age-dependent performance decline in response conflict solution. 

Together, these studies demonstrate that age-related intrinsic interregional 

communication changes are a potential neural substrate for both task-dependent changes in 

regional activation and behavioral in healthy older adults thereby amplifying the fundamental 

relevance of the intrinsic brain state for understanding the human aging brain.  
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General Introduction 

 
Due to the constantly increasing global life expectancy, understanding the aging process will 

be one of the greatest challenges for future societies. As the number of individuals aged 70 

and above is growing, it is of utmost socioeconomic importance to promote functional 

independence and quality of life in this group. Thus, a key element in dealing with the 

 must be to delineate mechanisms of the healthy human brain that 

counteract the general age-related structural and functional deterioration and contribute to 

maintaining effective information processing, which is essential for functional independence. 

Moreover, a better understanding of age-related alterations in the healthy human brain is an 

important prerequisite to understand the differences between changes caused by 

neurodegenerative disorders and those caused by physiological aging processes. 

One fundamental principle of human brain functioning is the dynamic interplay and 

exchange of information between brain regions, i.e., functional integration (Friston, 2002). 

Consequently, the effective interaction of distinct brain regions is an elementary mechanism 

for an efficient functional integration. As the natural environment generally requests 

multisensory processing, such cooperation cannot be limited to regions with a similar function 

but rather comprises nodes of different functional brain systems (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 

2006). For instance, to successfully grasp an object, neural activation within brain regions 

related to the motor, the somatosensory, the visual, and the attention system is required 

(Nathan et al., 2012). Hence, interregional integration not only within but also across 

functional brain systems represents a neural substrate for effective information processing. 

In the past decade, neuroimaging studies provided ample evidence for massive changes in 

brain structure and neural activity with age (Salthouse, 2011; Ferreira and Busatto, 2013). The 
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interregional integration across functional systems may be affected by such alterations as 

well. 

 

Dedifferentiation across functional systems 

Beside age-related region-specific changes in structure and function (for review see Raz et al., 

2005; Dennis and Cabeza, 2008), aging has been associated with changes in the relative 

contribution of brain regions to task performance. Over ten years ago, Cabeza (2002) 

described a phenomenon that suggets less lateralized prefrontal actvitiy during task 

performance in older adults than in younger ones. Morevover, older adults seem to recruit 

additional frontal regions for tasks that are primarily dependent on posterior brain regions in 

young adults (Davis et al., 2008; Dennis and Cabeza, 2008). Park and colleagues (2004) 

demonstrated such reduction of neural selectivity within the ventral temporal cortex. In older 

adults face processing was found to be associated with reduced activity in task-related regions 

(e.g., the fusiform face area) and, simultaneously, with increased activity in regions not 

considered to be task-relevant (e.g., the parahippocampal place area). These effects (i.e., a 

more diffuse activation pattern and less selective activity in task-relevant regions) were 

demonstrated across a variety of tasks (Madden et al., 1999; Townsend et al., 2006; Grady et 

al. 1994). Moreover, there is evidence for such dedifferentiation across different tasks within 

a particular functional system (Dennis and Cabeza, 2011). For instance, the right-hemispheric 

frontal regions associated with spatial processing and spatial working memory in young adults 

were more strongly recruited for verbal working memory in older adults (Reuter-Lorenz et al., 

2000). These results support the notion that brain aging is associated with a process of 

dedifferentiation. This process seems to span multiple tasks (i.e., processing demands within a 

particular functional system) and represents a viable explanation for some age-related 

differences in brain activity. However, while this process has been demonstrated to occur 
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across hemispheres, brain regions, and tasks within a particular functional system, little is 

known about age-related changes in neural selectivity across different functional systems. 

Such dedifferentiation across functional systems may be part of the global changes in 

healthy aging like alterations of local processing or less efficient connectivity (Grady 2008), 

which entail changes in resource allocation and computational strategies.  

These considerations motivated the first study of this dissertation. In Study 1, age-related 

changes in the regional selectivity of neural activation across two functional systems were 

examined. To this end, 102 healthy adults between 21 and 71 years were investigated in a 

cross-sectional functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study. We analyzed two 

functional systems: the visual attention system (Corbetta et al., 1991) and the motor system 

(Rizzolatti and Luppino, 2001). In detail, we tested for age-related changes in regional 

specificity across both functional systems in regions that were significantly associated either.  

Such cross-domain effects would provide evidence for our hypothesis that an age-related 

loss of neural specificity is not limited to (within-system) stimulus-evoked effects (e.g. faces; 

particular functional system (e.g. visual 

domain; see Grady et al. 1994) but represents a more general phenomenon. Moreover, these 

effects prompt considerations on the nature of functional specialization, a concept, which 

fundamentally implies that a given mental function is localized in a particular cortical area 

(Eickhoff and Grefkes 2011). 

 

Intrinsic functional connectivity between and within brain networks 

As demonstrated in Study 1, an age-related loss of neural specificity is not constrained to a 

particular functional system but rather also evident between systems. It may hence be 

speculated that changes in functional network interactions (i.e., interregional integration) may 

underlie this effect. From a multitude of studies, there is converging evidence that functional 
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connectivity (FC) is modulated by age and that these changes affect behavior. In detail, 

disruptions of task-relevant connections were frequently reported resulting in less efficient 

task-performance (Daselaar et al., 2006; Madden et al., 2010; Clapp et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 

2011). These studies underline the importance of FC between task-relevant brain regions and 

the influence of age on these connections, which in turn might affect behavior. 

Analyzing task-dependent regional activation changes with age is one standard method to 

examine age-related changes in brain activity. For instance, phenomena like compensation 

and dedifferentiation (for review see Grady, 2012) were discovered due to the intense 

monitoring of age differences in local brain activity while participants were performing a 

certain task. Moreover, detecting the cross-domain effects in Study 1 must also be ascribed to 

the analysis of task-dependent brain activity. However, more recently, fMRI protocols have 

been developed to investigate brain activity while the subject is not engaged in any specific 

task (i.e., resting-state fMRI). This approach is based on spontaneous fluctuations of neural 

activity in the human brain even without any external input (Buckner et al., 2008). Thus, even 

when the participant is apparently at rest, the brain is not. By analyzing the correlations of 

these fluctuations between different regions, a measure of interregional functional 

connectivity obtained (i.e., resting-state functional connectivity, RS-FC). 

Biswal et al. (1995) demonstrated in their pioneering resting-state investigation that 

functionally related brain areas show significant RSCF. Moreover, there is compelling 

evidence that coherent RS-FC is an important requirement for healthy brain functioning (Fox 

and Raichle, 2007; van den Heuvel et al., 2009), and even related to task performance in older 

adults (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2007; Park et al., 2010). However, little is 

known about the relation of intrinsic communication (FC) between task-relevant regions and 

cognitive performance with age. It is hence been of particular interest whether aberrant 
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intrinsic FC within or between brain networks constitutes a mechanism for deteriorated 

resource allocation, accounting f  

Moreover, there is only little information on aberrations in neural networks, underlying a 

dedifferentiation across functional systems as suggested in Study 1. This raises the question as 

to what extent the interaction within and between functional systems (i.e., FC) becomes less 

differentiated as a consequence of healthy aging. Investigating such cross-domain FC may 

also provide additional insights into general physiological changes across multiple brain 

systems with healthy aging, which are not accessible by the analysis of local activity pattern 

changes. Additionally, improved knowledge of age-related changes in FC may also provide 

an important backdrop for the assessment of network pathology caused by neurodegenerative 

disorders. Recently, Lehmann et al. (2013) demonstrated that the clinico-anatomical 

heterogeneity in Alzheimer`s disease is driven by aberrant RS-FC of specific functional 

networks. Moreover, it is assumed that the cognitive deficits in Alzheimer`s disease may be 

attributed to a disruption of FC within and across functional brain networks (for review, see 

Delbeuck et al., 2003). 

In Study 2, these issues were addressed by investigating age-related alterations of 

intrinsic FC between those regions of the visual-attention and sensorimotor systems that 

showed a loss of task-related activation specificity with age (derived from the Study 1). It is 

worth mentioning that functional connectivity is defined as the temporal correlation of 

neurophysiological activity of spatially remote brain areas (Friston et al., 1993). However, a 

correlation neither implies a causal relationship, nor does it reflect a direct connection 

between two brain regions. Rather, there is evidence that FC, in particular between different 

functional systems, may also be mediated by task-general regions interacting with regions 

from either system (Eickhoff and Grefkes, 2011). Consequently, almost any FC analysis 

would benefit from the inclusion of such multilaterally correlated brain regions, as it offers 
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additional information about the mechanisms underlying the change of network interactions. 

These considerations promoted the implementation of such task-general regions into the FC 

analysis of the second study. Consequently, we investigated changes in intrinsic FC in a large 

adult sample (n = 399) between brain regions that were associated with the visual-attention or 

the sensorimotor system and showed a change of functional specificity with aging as well as 

with task-general regions that are functionally related to all of these specific regions and 

might mediate connectivity between them. Moreover, the implementation of task-general 

regions permits a more global view on intrinsic changes between functional networks and 

their relation to cognitive performance. 

In support of the putative relation between behavioral performance and RS-FC 

characteristics, the third study focused on analyzing intrinsic FC changes in a network 

associated with cognitive action control. In detail, our data suggests that healthy aging is 

accompanied with less efficient performance during a stimulus-response compatibility task, 

reflected by an increased reaction time and error rate in contrast to younger adults especially 

during the incompatibility condition. During that condition, a lateralized stimulus requires a 

contralateral response. However, the neural mechanisms behind such deteriorated top-down 

control of action in the elderly (for review see Craik and Salthouse, 2008) still needs to be 

elucidated. Analogous to the second study, age differences in the intrinsic FC pattern were 

analyzed in regions associated with responding under conditions of spatial incompatibility 

(Cieslik et al., 2010). To this, a two-experiment study was conducted. In the first experiment 

the behavioral consequences of an age-related decline for response conflict solution were 

examined whereas the second experiment investigates the intrinsic FC properties for conflict-

related brain regions.  
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Abstract 

The functional specificity of brain areas is diminished with age and accompanied by the 

recruitment of additional brain regions in healthy older adults. This process has repeatedly 

been demonstrated within distinct functional domains, in particular the visual system. 

However, it is yet unclear, whether this phenomenon in healthy aging, i.e., a reduced 

activation of task-associated areas and increased activation of additional regions, is also 

present across different functional systems. In the present functional imaging study, 

comprising 102 healthy subjects, we therefore assessed two distinct tasks engaging the 

sensory-motor system and the visual attention system, respectively. We found a significant 

interaction between age and task in the parietal operculum bilaterally. This area as part of the 

sensory-motor system showed an age-related decrease in its BOLD-response to the motor task 

and an age-related increase of neural activity in response to the visual attention task. The 

opposite response pattern, i.e., reduced visual attention activation and increased response to 

the motor task, was observed for regions associated to the visual task: the superior parietal 

area 7A and the dorsal pre-motor cortex. Importantly, task performance was not correlated 

with age in either task. This age-by-task interaction indicates that a reduction of functional 

specificity in the aging brain may be counteracted by the increased recruitment of additional 

regions not only within, but also across functional domains. Our results thus emphasize the 

need for comparisons across different functional domains to gain a better understanding of 

age-related effects on the specificity of functional systems. 
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 1.  

Physiological processes during healthy aging lead to widespread and apparently massive 

changes in brain structure and neural activity (for review see Goh 2011). Using functional 

magnetic resonance imaging, age-related changes in regional activation patterns have been 

consistently reported in a variety of functional domains including attention (Madden et al. 

2002; Cabeza et al. 2004), visual perception (Grady et al. 1994; Levine et al. 2000; Iidaka et 

the last years, several phenomenological and mechanistical accounts have been proposed for 

the description of these changes in functional activation (cf. Reuter-Lorenz and Park 2010), 

older adults (HAROLD, Cabeza 2002). A prominent line of arguments supports the concept 

of de-differentiation (Grady et al. 1994; Park et al. 2004). This concept postulates that neural 

representations, which are well segregated in young adults, are considerably less selectively 

recruited in older subjects (Logan et al. 2002). That is, during a particular task (e.g., face 

processing) neural activity is reduced within regions associated with task performance in 

young adults (e.g., the fusiform face area) and simultaneously increased in regions that are not 

considered to be task-relevant (e.g., the parahippocampal place area). Reduction of regional 

selectivity with healthy aging has already been demonstrated within several functional 

systems (Grady et al. 1994; Townsend et al. 2006; Carp et al. 2011) and represents a plausible 

explanation for age-related differences in brain activity. Moreover, Dennis and Cabeza (2011) 

demonstrated evidence for de-differentiation across tasks within a particular functional 

domain (learning) by contrasting age-related effects in an implicit to those in an explicit 

memory task. De-differentiation within a particular functional system thus seems to span 

multiple tasks, i.e., processing demands. In contrast, very little is known about age-related 

changes in (regional) speci -
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differ

aging like alterations of local processing or less ef cient connectivity (Grady 2008), which 

entails changes in resource allocation and computational strategies. In the present study, we 

address this question by examining age-related changes in the regional speci city of neural 

activation across functional systems. Therefore, 102 healthy subjects between 21 and 71 years 

were investigated in a cross-sectional fMRI study. We analyzed two functional systems that 

show age-related within-domain changes in functional speci city; the visual attention system 

(Grady et al. 1994) and the motor system (Carp et al. 2011). In detail, we tested for age-

related changes in regional speci city across both functional systems in those regions that 

were signi cantly associated with one of these. The speci c purpose was to identify brain 

regions that show a decrease of neural activation with age for one task (e.g., visual attention) 

and an increase of activation in response to the other task (e.g., motor). Given reports of an 

age-related decline in visual attention (Kramer and Madden 2008) and motor performance 

(Kaasinen and Rinne 2002; Krampe 2002; Seidler et al. 2010), we deliberately employed 

tasks in which substantial changes in task performance with age were not expected, i.e., 

simple letter counting (visual attention) and nger tapping (motor). Also important to our 

endeavor, these tasks can be expected to feature a limited choice of alternative solution 

strategies as well as clearly distinguishable neuronal correlates. In particular, we expected to 

nd speci c brain areas for each task, in which one task evokes signi cantly higher activity 

than the other. Our main focus was then to assess age-related activation shifts across tasks 

(and hence functional systems) by testing for age-by-task interactions within these task-

associated regions. Such cross-domain effects would provide evidence for our hypothesis that 

an age-related loss of neural speci city is not limited to stimulus-evoked effects (e.g., faces; 

- ctional system (e.g., visual 

domain; see Grady et al. 1994), but represents a more general phenomenon. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Participants. 

102 subjects participated in the experiment. To provide a balanced age and gender 

distribution, recruitment was strati ed into subgroups [20 30 years: 20 subjects (mean age 

25.5 years, 9 females); 30 40 years: 18 subjects (mean age 32.8 years, 8 females); 40 50 

years: 22 subjects (mean age 44.9 years, 11 females); 50 60 years: 22 subjects (mean age 

55.3, 11 females) and 60 70 years: 20 subjects (mean age 63.9, 11 females)]. All participants 

had normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric 

episodes. Participants gave written informed consent to this study, which was approved by the 

Ethical Committee of the University of Bonn. 

 

2.2 Neuropsychological and behavioral testing 

All volunteers underwent neuropsychological and behavioral testing. They were right-handed 

as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (median: 92, IQR: 28.9; Old eld 1971). 

Each participant was tested on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE, Folstein et al. 

1975) to exclude potentially sub-clinical cognitive impairment. The Trail Making Test A and 

B (Reitan 1955), and the Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) of the German Version of 

the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III (Wechsler 1997; Aster et al. 2006) were 

administered to assess processing speed and task switching. For assessing motor speed, motor 

control, and dexterity, the nger tapping test (FTT; Halstead 1947; Behrwind et al. 2011) and 

1999) were performed. 
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2.3 fMRI paradigm 

As we were interested in age-related changes in regional activation patterns, differential 

performance across the assessed age-range may represent an important confound. Hence, the 

experimental paradigm consisted of two simple tasks for which age-related changes in 

performance were not expected a priori: a visual attention task (COUNT) and a motor task 

(TAP). The former (COUNT) consisted of a letter counting task in which a random series of 

on a white background for 400 ms with an stimulus-onset-asynchrony (SOA) of 400 ms. 

the number of target letters after each block. This verbal answer was recorded as a measure of 

successful task-completion, but for technical limitations initiation time to answer could not be 

recorded. Given the sustained nature of our task, this reaction time would not have been 

representative of task performance anyways. 

The motor task consisted of a bimanual repetitive nger tapping task, requiring the 

subjects to press response-buttons alternatively with their left and right index nger, 

respectively. To minimize inter-individual performance differences, participants practiced this 

task prior to scanning, attempting to match a tapping speed frequency of 5 Hz. During 

training, subjects were given feedback if they were tapping too slow (\4.6 Hz) or too fast ([5.4 

Hz) and were instructed to speed up or slow down, respectively. After maintaining the 

requested tapping frequency seven times in a row, tapping speed was considered stable and 

subjects were moved to the scanner. To match the visual input between both tasks, the letter 

-sequence in the COUNT task (stimulus 

duration 400 ms, SOA 400 ms). Subjects were instructed to look on the screen but to 

nger tapping was no speeded reaction task but rather asked 
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the subjects to perform internally triggered movements (cf. Hoffstaedter et al. 2013), this task 

likewise yielded no response times that could be analyzed in a meaningful fashion. 

Performance indicator for this task was determined by the response variability, i.e., the 

variance for the inter-response interval (IRI, Apitz et al. 2010) between the nger movements 

(left/right), re ecting motor coordination. 

The study itself was set up as a block-design with either the TAP or the COUNT task 

being presented in each individual block for 24 s. Blocks of either task were repeated ve 

times in a randomized sequence with breaks of 8 s between blocks served as implicit resting 

baseline. The paradigm was presented via a mirror installed on the head-coil through which 

the subjects followed the presentation of the paradigm on a TFT screen behind the scanner. 

To minimize head movements every subject was stabilized with pads within the head-coil. 

 

2.4 fMRI data acquisition and pre-processing 

Images were acquired on a Siemens Tim-Trio 3T whole-body scanner (Erlangen, Germany), 

using blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast (2D-echo-planarimaging (EPI) 

pulse sequence, repetition time(TR) = 2,200ms, echo time (TE) = 30ms, in-plane resolution = 

3.1 9 3.1 mm, 36 axial slices, 3.1 mm thick-ness) covering the whole brain. Image acquisition 

was preceded by three dummy scans to allow for longitudinal equilibrium that were discarded 

prior to further processing with SPM8 (www. l.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). In the preprocessing, the 

EPI images were rst corrected for head movement by af ne registration using a two-pass 

procedure, by which images were initially realigned to the rst image and subsequently to the 

mean of the realigned images. After realignment, the mean EPI image for each subject was 

co-registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) gray matter template. For 

normalization the mean EPI images were segmented into gray matter, white matter and 

cerebral spinal uid us
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2005). The resulting parameters of a discrete cosine transform, which de ne the deformation 

eld necessary to move subject data into MNI space, were then combined with the 

deformation eld transforming between the latter and the MNI single subject template. The 

ensuing deformation was subsequently applied to the individual EPI volumes which thereby 

were transformed into the MNI single subject space and resampled at 1.5 mm isotropic voxel 

size. The normalized images were spatially smoothed using an 8-mmfull width at half 

maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel to meet the statistical requirements for statistical 

inference by Gaussian random eld theory and to compensate for residual macro-anatomical 

variations across subjects. 

 

2.5 fMRI image analysis 

The imaging data were analyzed using a General Linear Model as implemented in SPM8. 

Each experimental condition (TAP, COUNT) was separately modeled as a block-vector input 

function using the stimulus onset and the time of the respective block. The verbal answer of 

the COUNT condition and the instruction preceding each task-block were modeled separately 

to reduce confounding variance within the implicit baseline (breaks between blocks). Each 

input function was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function and its rst-

order temporal derivative to yield the nal regressors. To improve analysis speci city the 

movement parameters (x-translation, y translation, z-translation, pitch, roll, and yaw) as 

estimated during image realignment were also included as confound regressors of no interest. 

Low-frequency signal drifts were ltered using a cut-off period of 128 s. Parameter estimates 

were subsequently calculated for each voxel using weighted least squares to provide 

maximum likelihood estimators based on the temporal autocorrelation of the data (Kiebel et 

al. 2003). For each subject, simple main effects for each of the two experimental conditions 

were computed by applying appropriate baseline contrasts. These individual rst-level 
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contrasts were then fed to a random-effects group-analysis using an ANOVA (condition 

factor: TAP or COUNT, blocking factor subject) with age x condition effects entered as a 

covariate. Thus, the variance explained by age is estimated for each factor separately. The 

statistical design allowed, therefore, testing the effects of condition (mean across all subjects) 

and the effects of age on each condition separately. In a subsequent analysis, we also assessed 

potential gender differences and in particular possible task 9 gender interactions (indicating 

different cognitive strategies or neuronal correlates thereof between males and females) again 

using an ANOVA design with the same general setup but modeling male and female subjects 

as separate groups. In the modeling of variance components, violations of sphericity were 

allowed by modeling non-independence across images from the same subject and allowing 

unequal variances between conditions and subjects using the standard implementation in 

SPM8. 

 

 

The main effect of each task (TAP, COUNT) was delineated by contrasting the correspondent 

task regressor with the implicit baseline. Regional preference for a particular task was 

investigated by contrasting the task of interest against the other (e.g., TAP > COUNT) in 

conjunction with the main effect of the relevant task (e.g., TAP > baseline). In this context, it 

should be noted that such preferential activation does not imply task-speci city in the strict 

sense as, thus, would require to show the absence of activation in the respective other task. 

Providing evidence for absent effects, however, is not feasible with classical statistics, as a 

non-signi cant test does not imply proof of the null-hypotheses (absence of evidence is not 

evidence of absence). Within the statistical framework of classical inference, signi cantly 

stronger activation by, e.g., TAP relative to COUNT, in combination with signi cant 

activation for TAP may thus be deemed the best possible evidence that the respective area is 
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preferentially recruited by (in this example) the motor as compared to the visual attention 

task. 

Given the aim of this study as outlined in the introduction, our main focus rested on 

testing for an age-by-task interaction within regions signi cantly associated with the 

respective task. We were thus interested in COUNT-associated regions (signi cantly higher 

activated during COUNT than during TAP) where activation decreases with age during 

COUNT but increases with age during TAP. Key to the investigated interaction-effects is thus 

the reduction of activation for one task in combination with an increase of activation for the 

other, i.e., a reduction of the relative differences in BOLD-response that results from activity 

levels across the two tasks becoming more similar. 

To delineate such effects indicating a change in regional speci city across functional 

systems, we employed global conjunctions across the contrast for task-associated regions 

(e.g., TAP > baseline and TAP > COUNT) in conjunction with the respective age regressors 

(in this example, negative weighting of the age regressor for the TAP condition and positive 

weighting of the age regressor for the COUNT condition). Finally, age-related correlations on 

neural activation for both experimental tasks were identi ed by contrasting the task main 

effect with the correspondent age regressor. This was done for both the positive and negative 

weighted age regressor. As the present study not focuses on these age-related effects, these 

results will be reported in the supplementary material. 

All different effects and covariate-analyses were thresholded at p < 0.05 (family wise 

error (FWE)-corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel cluster level; clusterforming 

threshold at voxel level: p < 0.001), while the obtained activations were anatomically 

localized using the cytoarchitectonic maps of the Juelich Duesseldorf Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 

(Zilles and Amunts 2010) as implemented in version 1.8 of the SPM Anatomy toolbox 

(Eickhoff et al. 2005, 2006b, 2007; www.fz-juelich.de/inm/ inm-1/spm_anatomy_toolbox). 
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2.7 Test for changes of grey matter probability 

The repeatedly demonstrated age-related change of gray matter volume in the human brain 

(Ge et al. 2002; Sowell et al. 2003; Walhovd et al. 2005; Lehmbeck et al. 2006; Giorgio et al. 

2010) provokes the assumption that such structural alterations may confound age-related 

ndings in terms of neural activity. We therefore tested the gray matter probability for each 

region showing an age-by-task interaction. To this, normalized and segmented T1 images 

were used in which for every brain voxel a speci c probability value for each brain tissue 

class (gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal uid) is denoted. By correlating the mean 

gray matter probability values of all voxels within a relevant brain region with age, changes of 

the gray matter distribution were estimated. 

 

  3.

3.1 Neuropsychological and behavioral results 

Performance for the MMSE was within the clinically normal range (mean: 29.2 ± 1.0, 

minimum: 27), indicating that no subject suffered from cognitive impairment. Performance 

for the neuropsychological tests performed outside the scanner was signi cantly correlated 

with age in our group of 102 subjects. In particular, we found that performance correlated 

negatively with age in tests related to attention (TMT-A, TMT-B and DSST; cf. Table 1) and 

motor control (PT and FTT; cf. Table 1). These results thus con rm that our cohort showed 

the expected decline in processing-speed and executive functions with increasing healthy age. 
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Analysis of the motor task speci c performance indicator yielded no signi cant correlation of 

the individual IRI-variance with age, demonstrating stable task performance with increasing 

age. The performance for the letter counting task was determined by correlating the error rate 

(deviation from correct number of target letters) with age. Again, no signi cant correlation 

with age was found, indicating likewise a comparable performance between younger and 

older adults. In summary, the signi cant age-correlations for the more challenging 

neuropsychological tests administered outside the scanner together with the absent age-effects 

for the experimental conditions indicates that our subjects indeed show the expected general 

decline in cognitive-motor functioning, but this did not impact their performance in the 

deliberately simple experimental tasks. 

 

3.2 Imaging Results 

First, the general activation pattern for each task is described, respectively. Afterward, task 

associated regions, i.e., regions showing signi cantly higher activation during one task 

compared to the other task are reported. Several task-associated regions showed an age-by-

task interaction. These regions are speci ed nally. 

The local maxima of all reported activations and their anatomic classi cations are listed 

in detail in the supplementary tables S2 S4. 
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Activation pattern during the motor task (TAP) 

During the nger tapping task, a characteristic motor network consisting of the primary motor 

cortex (area 4a, 4p; Geyer et al. 1996), the supplementary motor area (SMA), the 

somatosensory cortex (area 1;Geyer et al. 1999), the secondary somatosensory cortex (parietal 

operculum, OP1-4; Eickhoff et al. 2006a; Eickhoff et al. 2006c), the frontal operculum close 

to the Pars opercularis (area 44; Amunts et al. 1999), the middle frontal gyrus as well as the 

thalamus, the basal ganglia and the cerebellum showed significant activation. Moreover, in 

observed signi cant activation in extrastriate visual areas (area 18, hOC3v; Amunts et al. 

2000; Rottschy et al. 2007) and the inferior temporal gyrus (ventral stream for visual 

processing). 

 

Activation pattern during the visual attention task (COUNT) 

The letter counting task evoked signi cant activation in the primary visual cortex (area 17; 

Amunts et al. 2000), the extrastriate visual cortex (area 18, 19, hOC3v, hOC4v; see Rottschy 

et al. 2007 for hOC4v), the fusiform gyrus (area FG2; Caspers et al. 2012), inferior and 

superior parietal cortex (area PFm, area hIP3, area 7A; Caspers et al. 2006, 2008; Scheperjans 

et al. 2008a, 2008b), premotor cortex, pre-SMA, anterior insular cortex, thalamus, basal 

ganglia and cerebellum (Table S1). 

 

3.2.2 Task-associated regions 

During TAP, higher activation compared to COUNT (and signi cant activation over baseline) 

was found bilaterally in supplementary motor area (SMA) and adjacent caudal dorsal pre-

motor regions, the primary motor cortex (area 4a, 4p), somatosensory cortex (area 3b, 1, 2; 

Geyer et al. 1999; Grefkes et al. 2001), the frontal (area 44) and parietal operculum (area 
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OP1), the thalamus and the cerebellum. Right-lateralized effects were observed in the middle 

frontal gyrus and the pallidum (Fig. 1). The COUNT condition evoked signi cantly higher 

activity than TAP (and baseline) bilaterally in the extrastriate visual cortex (area hOC3v, 

hOC4v, hOC5; Malikovic et al. 2007; Rottschy et al. 2007) extending into the middle and 

superior temporal gyrus (occipito-temporal cortex, cf. Fig. 1), the precentral gyrus and 

posterior inferior frontal gyrus (pre-motor area 6 extending into area 44), pre-SMA, the 

intraparietal areas hIP3 and hIP2 (Choi et al. 2006; Scheperjans et al. 2008a; b), superior 

parietal area 7A, the middle occipital gyrus and the anterior insular (Fig. 1). 
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3.2.3 Age-related cross-domain effect (Age x Task interaction) 

Subsequently, we tested for regions that were signi cantly associated with one of the two 

tasks, i.e., signi cant in the analyses presented in the last paragraph, and showed a signi cant 

age-by-task interaction. More precisely, we tested whether any of the TAP-associated regions 

(regions signi cantly more activated during TAP compared to COUNT or baseline) showed 

an age-related decrease of activation during TAP and an increase of activation during 

COUNT. Regions were only associated with TAP or COUNT, in the analysis above, if they 

showed a signi cant main effect of task, respectively.For the identi cation of COUNT-

regions showing such an age-by-task interaction, we tested for COUNT-associated regions 

(signi cant main effects of COUNT > TAP and COUNT > baseline) in which activation 

decreased with age during COUNT, and increased with age during TAP. As depicted in Fig. 

2, the superior parietal area 7A and rostral parts of the dorsal premotor cortex (DPMC) 

bilaterally showed this distinct activation pattern (Fig. 3). In contrast, for TAP-associated 

regions (de ned by featuring signi cant main effects of TAP > COUNT and TAP > baseline), 

a pattern of decreased activation with age during TAP and simultaneously increased 

activation during COUNT would represent the respective age-by-task interaction indicating a 

shift of functional speci city. This kind of activation pattern was observed in the parietal 

operculum (parts of areas OP 1, OP 2, OP 3, and OP 4) bilaterally (Figs. 2, 3). In a 

subsequently conducted categorical analysis using a 2 9 2 factorial design [factor one: age 

(young/old) factor two: condition (count/tap)], these effects were con rmed, thereby 

strengthening our ndings (cf. supplementary material). 
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3.3 Test for gender specific effects 

The subsequently conducted gender-speci c ANOVA yielded no signi cant interaction 

between task 9 gender or age 9 gender within any of the reported regions. 

 

3.4 Test for changes of grey matter probability 

The analysis of the gray matter probability for each region showing an age-by-task interaction 

revealed no significant correlations with age. Hence, confounding results related to structural 

changes in grey matter can be excluded for these regions. 

 
4. Discussion 

In this study, we investigated age-dependent changes in regional speci city of fMRI activity 

across two different functional systems: the motor system (task TAP), and the visual attention 

system (task COUNT). We rst delineated brain regions signi cantly associated with either 

the motor or the visual attention task. A clearly differentiated activation pattern was 

observable for both tasks. Subsequently, we tested for age-by-task interactions within these 

regions. For the majority of regions within both task-associated networks no interaction was 

found. However, we identi ed speci c sub-regions within both task-associated, i.e., 

differentiated, networks, showing such interaction by decreased activation during the 

associated task and increased activation during the other task, which resulted in reduced 

differences in evoked activation between both tasks. Such age-related changes of functional 

speci city were found in the superior parietal area 7A and the dorsal premotor cortex 

bilaterally within the COUNT-associated regions and the parietal opercular cortex (partly 

areas OP1, OP2, OP3, and OP4) within the TAP-relevant regions. Notably, the relative 

increase of activation in the task unrelated area may re ect a reduced de-activation, i.e., less 

inhibition of the BOLD-response relative to the implicit baseline. The lack of gender-speci c 

differences for the regions showing this age-related interaction argues against potential 
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gender-speci c mechanisms and toward a general phenomenon evident in both males and 

females. 

 

4.1 Reduced specificity across functional domains 

Activation in motor-associated regions increased during the visual attention task with age but 

decreases during the motor task, and vice versa, indicating a signi cant interaction between 

age and task (functional system). In particular, we found a reduced difference in TAP-

COUNT evoked activation strength in elderly subjects within the parietal operculum 

bilaterally, which was partially attributed to lower activity of these regions during the TAP 

task (cf. Fig. 3). Moreover, these regions also showed a relative increase of activation below 

the implicit baseline (less inhibition) during COUNT with age. In analogy, we demonstrated 

the reverse pattern in two bilateral regions that were functionally associated with the COUNT 

task, namely area 7A within the superior parietal cortex and the rostral parts of the dorsal 

premotor cortex (DPMC). The reduced difference in activation strength may re ect reduced 

functional speci city and, in turn, increased integration between functional systems, which 

- cross different functional systems. These shifts in functional 

response patterns may even represent a general pattern of age-related changes in brain 

activity. In this context, it is important to emphasize that we did not consider any effects 

within brain regions, which per se showed shared activation between both tasks. All regions 

reported above showed a clear preference for either the motor or the visual attention task as 

evident from the signi cant difference in the main effects. All identi ed regions actually 

-

obtained effects thus represent changes in recruitment of brain areas that are speci cally 

associated with one of the tasks in younger subjects. To this end, it needs to be stressed that 

the observed effect do not re
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that is associated with TAP in younger and COUNT in older subjects. Rather, activation 

strength for both tasks (COUNT and TAP) tended to become more similar to each other and 

less different from the implicit baseline with increasing age for all regions. This pattern thus 

re ects a loss of neural speci city relative to the implicit resting baseline in one task and a 

relative de-activation in the other. In this context, it is worth-mentioning that the implicit 

baseline by no means represents an absolute zero reference without ongoing activity. It is well 

established that meaningful neural activity is also going on in the human brain during a 

Buckner et al. 2008; Schilbach et al. 2012). Independently of this relative reference to 

baseline, the revealed interaction effect may be interpreted as evidence for decreasing 

functional speci city of task-associated regions with age, in which neural activity becomes 

more similar to baseline for both tasks. 

While the parietal operculum showed a signi cant preference for the TAP as opposed to 

the COUNT task and conversely area 7A and the dorsal premotor cortex showed a 

signi cantly stronger recruitment in the COUNT as opposed to the TAP task, it should be 

remembered that these regions are not exclusively recruited by nger tapping or visual 

attention tasks, respectively. Like any other region in the brain, these areas seem involved in 

many processes pertaining to motor execution, sensory processing or cognitive functions. The 

parietal operculum (OP1) as part of the secondary somatosensory cortex is involved in 

somatosensory integration (Eickhoff et al. 2010) and bimanual processing (Disbrow et al. 

2001), but has also been implicated in tactile working memory, stimulus discrimination, and 

perceptual learning (Romo et al. 2002; Pleger et al. 2003; Burton et al. 2008). Likewise, area 

7A is not only part of the dorsal visual stream and involved in visuospatial attention (Hahn et 

al. 2006; Kelley et al. 2008). It has also been associated with action observation (Buccino et 

al. 2001; Caspers et al. 2010), motor execution (grasping and sequential nger movements), 
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visuo-motor integration (Battaglia-Mayer and Caminiti 2002; Rizzolatti and Matelli 2003; 

Pellijeff et al. 2006) and mental simulation (Grezes and Decety 2001). The DPMC, nally, 

plays a role in several cognitive and motor related processes, e.g., conditional visuo-motor 

associations (Cieslik et al. 2012), response selection or motor imagery (Grafton et al. 1998; 

Naito et al. 1999; Toni et al. 1999). All three regions may thus be recruited by different 

functional systems depending on speci c demands of the task at hand. It may hence be argued 

that these areas may implement processes rather than tasks (Eickhoff and Grefkes 2011), 

which then with age get differentially recruited to ful ll a given task. 

The present data lead to the conclusion that the observed cross-domain effect re ects a 

functional plasticity throughout the human life-span leading to a less speci c recruitment of 

neuronal processing. While each area maintains its process-speci city, the less speci c 

recruitment of these processes manifests as a loss of speci city at the level of experimental 

tasks. In this context, a decrease of activation for one task may re ect reduced recruitment of 

this (in young subjects highly task-associated) process while conversely the same area, i.e., 

process, gets more recruited (less inhibited) in the context of another task. How the reduced 

activation of (in young subjects) task-associated regions and relative increase of activation in 

regions primarily associated with a different task in elderly are causally related, remains to be 

investigated. It was argued that insuf cient activation of originally task-associated regions 

requires the recruitment of (auxiliary) processes or, conversely, that failure to inhibit 

competing processes leads to cross-talk and hence reduced task-associated activity (cf. 

discussion in Goh et al. 2010; Carp et al. 2011). However, the present data indicate that 

reduced task-speci city is present across functional systems rendering observations of age-

related regional hypo- or hyperactivation condition on the actual task at hand. 
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 4.2 The effect of decreased neural specificity across functional systems 

Whether the observed less speci c recruitment of neuronal processing is bene cial or 

detrimental for the respective behavioral performance cannot be answered from the current 

data as both tasks were kept deliberately simple to avoid confounding in uences of task 

performance. Reduced neural speci city (at the level of regional activation in experimental 

tasks) has repeatedly been linked to age-related impairments of neural processing (Duverne et 

al. 2009) and performance declines (Li et al. 2001; Li and Sikstrom 2002). The present results 

deviate somewhat from this view as in spite of clear cross-domains effect resembling what 

- er subjects 

successfully performed both experimental tasks (COUNT and TAP). Given that this 

performance may be attributed to ceiling-effects in our simple tasks, we would not necessarily 

conclude a supportive effect of such shifts in recruitment. Nevertheless, we would propose 

that successful task performance at least argues against a clearly detrimental effect. In line 

with this view, Cabeza (2002) attributed compensatory effects to another aspect of less 

speci c brain activation in elderly, namely bilateral activations in older adults during tasks 

that evoke unilateral activation in younger adults (HAROLD, cf. Reuter-Lorenz and Lustig 

2005). 

 

4.3 Summary 

The present results demonstrate a signi cant age-by-task interaction across different 

functional domain -

distinct functional systems (Grady et al. 1994; Carp et al. 2011; Goh 2011). From the obtained 

behavioral data, we would argue that this less speci c task-related recruitment of cortical 

areas should represent a non-detrimental process. On a more conceptual level, this age effect 

also prompts considerations on the nature of functional specialization as it suggests that the 
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mapping between regional processes and experimental tasks may undergo age-related 

changes. Our results thus emphasize that comparing activation patterns across different tasks 

(from different domains) is necessary to investigate age-related alterations of neural activation 

(cf. Grady 2012). 
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Supplementary Material 

Condition specific age-related effects 

Regions that show significant age related effects on activations are shown in Figure S1. No 

positive correlation with respect to the implicit baseline with age was observable in both 

tasks. 

As illustrated by Figure S1, negative correlation with age during TAP was found 

bilaterally in the primary motor cortex, pre-motor cortex, SMA, rolandic operculum, visual 

area hOC3v and left parietal operculum (area OP1), as well as in the cerebellum, basal ganglia 

(putamen) and thalamus (Table S1). 

Within the COUNT-network, negative correlation with age was found bilaterally in 

SMA, pre-motor cortex, right intraparietal sulcus (area hIP2) and in the right visual areas 

hOC3v, hOC4, hOC5 and 18 (Fig. S1, Table S1). 
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 Abstract

Healthy aging is accompanied by structural and functional changes in the brain, among which 

a loss of neural speci city (i.e., dedifferentiation) is one of the most consistent ndings. Little 

is known, however, about changes in interregional integration underlying a dedifferentiation 

across different functional systems. In a large sample (n = 399) of healthy adults aged from 18 

to 85 years, we analyzed age-dependent differences in resting-state (RS) (task-independent) 

functional connectivity (FC) of a set of brain regions derived from a previous fMRI study. In 

that study, these regions had shown an age-related loss of activation speci city in visual-

attention (superior parietal area 7A and dorsal premotor cortex) or sensorimotor (area OP4 of 

the parietal operculum) tasks. In addition to these dedifferentiated regions, the FC analysis of 

-  associated with both attention and 

sensorimotor systems (rostral supplementary motor area and bilateral anterior insula) as 

de ned via meta-analytical co-activation mapping. Within this network, we observed both 

selective increases and decreases in RS-FC with age. In line with regional activation changes 

reported previously, we found diminished anti-correlated FC for inter-system connections 

(i.e., between sensorimotor-related and visual attention-related regions). Our analysis also 

revealed reduced FC between system-speci c and task-general regions, which might re ect 

age-related de cits in top-down control possibly leading to dedifferentiation of task-speci c 

brain activity. Together, our results underpin the notion that RS-FC changes concur with 

regional activity changes in the healthy aging brain, presumably contributing jointly to age-

related behavioral changes. 
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Effective information processing depends on the integrity of communication between the 

different nodes of functional brain systems. Through normal aging, substantial changes within 

and between brain networks occur (for review see Eyler et al., 2011; Grady, 2012). For 

example, it has been shown, that older adults exhibit lower connectivity within task-relevant 

networks and greater connectivity outside the task-relevant networks (Daselaar et al., 2006; 

Dennis et al., 2008; St Jacques et al., 2009). Moreover, changes of regional brain activity were 

repeatedly observed in older adults (cf. Eyler et al., 2011; Grady, 2012). These neural changes 

are in line with behavioral studies reporting increased associations between sensory, 

sensorimotor, and cognitive functions in elderly participants (Baltes and Lindenberger, 1997; 

Lindenberger and Baltes, 1994; Schaefer et al., 2006).  

In a previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we investigated 

functional activation patterns in the sensorimotor and the visual attention systems in a large 

sample of healthy subjects between 20 and 70 years of age (Roski et al., 2013). When testing 

for age-related effects across both functional domains (visual attention and sensorimotor 

control), we found reduced activation in several task-relevant regions as well as increased 

activation in regions that are less activated in younger adults. This effect holds substantial 

similarity to the repeatedly observed age-related process of dedifferentiation, i.e., a loss of 

neural specificity within distinct functional systems (for review see Reuter-Lorenz and Park, 

2010). Little is known, however, about the aberrations in neural networks, i.e., inter-regional 

integration, underlying a dedifferentiation across different functional systems as observed in 

that previous fMRI study. This raises the question to which extent the interaction within and 

between functional systems becomes less differentiated as a consequence of healthy aging. In 

this context it should be noted that age-related changes in the interplay between visual 

attention processes and the sensorimotor system might provide additional insights into the 
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physiological changes across multiple brain systems with healthy aging. In addition to 

providing a complementary, network-based perspective on age-related dedifferentiation 

across systems, improved knowledge of age-related changes in functional integration may 

also provide an important background for the assessment of network pathology caused by 

neurodegenerative disorders. For example, it is assumed that the cognitive deficits in 

cts on functional networks 

marked by a profound disruption of functional connectivity (FC) within and across brain 

networks (for review see Delbeuck et al., 2003). In this context, however, it remains an open 

question whether similar age-related FC changes in connectivity between/within the 

sensorimotor and visual-attention systems may also be found in healthy aging, as suggested 

by the previously observed, dedifferentiated, recruitment pattern.  

These considerations promoted the current analysis of age-related changes in functional 

integration between regions of the visual-attention and sensorimotor systems that were 

previously shown to feature reduced functional specificity with increasing age. In other 

words, our aim was to address the changes in network interactions underlying the observed 

dedifferentiation across functional domains. This goal was pursued by investigating age-

related alteration of task-independent, i.e., resting-state (RS), FC between regions (functional 

seeds) of the visual-attention or sensorimotor systems that show a dedifferentiated recruitment 

pattern with increasing age. In this context it should be noted that temporally correlated brain 

activity in spatially distinct regions (i.e., functional connectivity) may not only arise from 

direct interaction (Eickhoff and Grefkes, 2011). Rather, functional connectivity, in particular 

between different functional systems, may also be mediated by task-general regions 

interacting with regions from either system. The inclusion of these regions (in addition to the 

functionally defined seed regions) in the FC analysis should hence offer insights into the 
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mechanisms underlying the change of network interactions between the visual-attention and 

sensorimotor systems in the elderly. 

In the present study, we investigated changes of RS-FC between functional seeds that 

showed an age-related dedifferentiated recruitment pattern as well as with task-general 

regions that are functionally related to all of these. The functional seeds were defined based 

on results from a previous fMRI study (Roski et al., 2013), whereas the task-general brain 

regions were identified via meta-analytic connectivity modeling (MACM; Eickhoff et al., 

2010; Robinson et al., 2010). Once these task-general regions were defined, a two-step RS-FC 

network analysis was performed. In the first step, the task-independent connectivity pattern of 

all regions was analyzed in a large adult sample (n = 399). In the second step, age-related 

changes in task-independent FC for this set of seed regions were analyzed in the same sample. 

This approach of examining the RS-FC including task-general regions in a large sample of 

healthy subjects should provide insights into age-related changes in the functional coupling 

between brain regions involved in sensorimotor and visual attention processing.  

 

2. Material and Methods 

The initial seed regions for the current connectivity analysis were provided by regions that 

showed a less differentiated neural activity pattern across the sensorimotor and the visual 

attention systems with age, i.e., an age-by-task interaction (Roski et al., 2013). As mentioned 

above, additional task-general regions (i.e., regions that consistently interact with each of 

these seed regions) were defined using MACM. The ensuing set of brain regions (seed regions 

from the fMRI study and task-general regions from the MACM analysis) were analyzed in a 

two-step RS-FC network analysis to unveil (i) the task-independent inter-regional FC within 

the combined set of brain regions, and (ii) to analyze age-related changes of FC within this 

network. All specified analyses are described in detail in the following sections.  
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2.1 Definition of seed regions 

2.1.1 Seed regions based on fMRI 

Seed regions were derived from a previous fMRI study on age-related changes in neural 

correlates of sensorimotor and visual attention processing (Roski et al., 2013). For the present 

study, only regions that showed an age-by-task interaction were included (Fig. 1): bilateral 

area OP4 of the parietal operculum (Eickhoff et al., 2006a; Eickhoff et al., 2006b) showed a 

decrease in activation during a motor task (finger tapping) but an increase in activation during 

a visual attention task (target letter counting) in elderly participants. In contrast, bilateral 

superior parietal area 7A (Scheperjans et al., 2008a; Scheperjans et al., 2008b) and the rostral 

part of the dorsal premotor cortex (dPMC; cf. Amiez et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2004; Ford et 

al., 2005) showed the opposite pattern: an age-related decrease in activation during the visual 

attention task and an increase in activation during the motor task. 

Figure 1 | Regions showing an age by task interaction as reported in a previous study (Roski et al., 
2013). These regions represent the fMRI-based seed regions for the present study. Green color denotes 
regions associated with visual attention; red color denotes regions associated with sensorimotor processing. 
7A, superior parietal lobule area 7A (cytoarchitectonically de ned; Scheperjans et al., 2008a,b); dPMC, 
dorsal premotor cortex; OP4, area OP4 of the parietal operculum (cytoarchitectonically de ned; Eickhoff et 
al., 2006a,b). 
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2.1.2 Task-general regions 

d seeds, we also included task-general regions in the current 

analysis. We considered those regions to be task-general since, across tasks, they showed a 

consistent functional relation to each of the regions derived from the fMRI study. To identify 

these re -dependent co-activation pattern for each of the above-

mentioned seed regions using MACM. Subsequently, a conjunction analysis across the 

resulting co-activation maps using a minimum statistic approach revealed those regions that 

were functionally related to all fMRI-based seeds. 

Here we used the BrainMap database (Laird et al., 2009, 2011; www . brainmap . org) to 

assess the co-activation pattern of each seed (Eickhoff et al., 2010), considering all 

experiments which reported stereotaxic coordinates from normal mapping studies (no 

interventions and no group comparisons) in healthy subjects using either fMRI or positron 

emission tomography (PET). These inclusion criteria yielded (at the time of analysis)  7200 

functional neuroimaging experiments. For each individual seed region (left/right OP4, 7A, 

DPMC) in BrainMap that 

reported activation closest to it (see Table 1). Then we tested for convergence across (all) foci 

reported in these experiments using the revised version (Eickhoff et al., 2009) of the 

activation likelihood estimation (ALE) approach. Using random-effects inference, the ALE 

e convergence of co-activations with each seed region, were thresholded at 

p < 0 . 05 (cluster-level family wise error corrected; cluster-forming threshold: p < 0 . 001 at 

voxel level) and converted to Z-scores for visualization (see supplementary material Figure 

S1). As experiments were selected by activation close to the seed, highest convergence will be 

observed in the seed region (cf. Table 1). brain regions in 

turn indicates consistent co-activation over experiments and, hence, FC with the seed (Jakobs 

et al., 2012). 
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To identify task-general regions for the subsequent RS-FC analysis, i.e., regions that were 

cantly co-activated with all seeds, we performed a conjunction analysis across the 

respective MACM results using the conservative minimum statistic (Nichols et al., 2005). 

This approach showed that the bilateral anterior , 20, 6; 36, 18, 

4) was consistently co-activated with all seed regions (Figure 2). Also a region within the 

rostroventral supplementary motor cortex (SMAr; 2, 0, 56), rostrally bordering the pre-SMA 

and ventrally bordering the middle cingulate cortex (Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2008, 2009; 

Hoffstaedter et al., 2012), was consistently co-activated with each seed region. Both regions 

task-general function across sensorimotor and visual attention 

processes. 

 

 

- -
-

-
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2.1.3 Combined set of seed regions  fMRI-based seed regions and task-general regions 

The fMRI-based seed regions (visual attention and sensorimotor) and the MACM-derived 

task-general seed regions conjointly represented the combined set of our seed regions, 

comprising sensorimotor area OP4 and attention-related dPMC and area 7A, as fMRI-based 

seed regions, as well as SMAr and AIC as task-general regions (Fig. 3).  

 

2.2 Resting-state analysis 

A RS-FC network analysis was implemented to analyze the task-independent FC between 

these seed regions and its change with age for all possible connections between the combined 

set of seed regions (fMRI-based and task-general). 

 

2.2.1 Sample 

Inter-regional RS-FC for the combined set of seed regions was assessed by using resting state 

fMRI data from 399 healthy volunteers, aged 18 to 85 years (Mean = 41.8, SD = 16.8, Median 

-

-

-

-
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= 41, IQR = 29). All participants (46% female) were without any record of neurological or 

psychiatric disorders and gave their written informed consent to participate in the study. The 

data were contributed by four sites (see Table 1). Joint (re-)analysis of the data was approved 

by the local ethics committee of the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. 

 

 
 

2.2.2 Imaging and pre-processing 

During scanning participants were instructed to let their mind wander but not to fall asleep 

which was confirmed by post-scan debriefing. For each subject the RS EPI images were 

acquired using blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (cf. Table 1). Image 

acquisition was preceded by dummy images allowing for magnetic field saturation which 

were discharged prior to further processing using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The EPI 
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images were first corrected for head movement by affine registration using a two-pass 

procedure. For normalization the mean EPI images were segmented into grey matter, white 

(Ashburner and 

Friston, 2005). The resulting parameters of a discrete cosine transform, which define the 

deformation field necessary to move subject data into MNI space, were then combined with 

the deformation field transforming between the latter and the MNI single-subject template. 

The ensuing deformation was subsequently applied to the individual EPI volumes which 

thereby were transformed into the MNI single-subject space and resampled at 1.5 mm 

isotropic voxel size.  Finally, images were smoothed by a 5-mm FWHM Gaussian to meet 

requirements of the general linear model and compensate for residual anatomical variations. 

 

2.2.3 Analysis 

Functional connectivity analyses may be influenced by several confounds such as 

physiological processes, e.g., fluctuations related to cardiac and respiratory cycles and in 

particular motion-related effects (Bandettini and Bullmore, 2008; Fox et al., 2009). In order to 

reduce spurious correlations, variance that could be explained by the following nuisance 

variables was removed from the time series of each voxel's time series (Reetz et al., 2012; 

Satterthwaite et al., 2013; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012): i) the six motion parameters derived 

from the image realignment ii) the first derivatives of the six motion parameters iii) mean grey 

matter, white matter and cerebrospinal-fluid signal per time point as obtained by averaging 

across voxels attributed to the respective tissue class in the SPM8 segmentation. All nuisance 

variables entered the model as first and second order terms. Following confound removal data 

was band pass filtered preserving frequencies between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz (Biswal et al., 1995; 

Fox and Raichle, 2007; Greicius et al., 2003). The time course of each seed region was then 

extracted for each subject as the first eigenvariate of all grey-matter voxels located within 5 
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mm of the peak coordinate. For each subject the time-series data of all seed regions was then 

cross-correlated to quantify the degree of functional connectivity between the seed regions. 

The ensuing pair-wise correlation coefficients were subsequently transformed into Fisher's Z 

scores. Statistically significant connectivity was assessed via one-sample t-tests (p<0.05, 

corrected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate). Subsequently, the same 

Fisher-Z transformed correlation coefficients for each connection were rank-correlated with 

age to test for age-related changes in inter-regional coupling. The results of this correlation 

analysis were regarded significant if they passed a threshold of p < .05, corrected for multiple 

comparisons using the false discovery rate. Finally, we analyzed the connectivity in the 100 

youngest and 100 oldest participants for all connections showing significant age-related 

changes, to corroborate the correlational findings. Moreover, this analysis permits a more 

detailed analysis of each age-related change of RS-FC to test, e.g., if an age-related FC 

increase represents a significant change from negative to positive FC or from negative to 

absent FC. The former pattern would imply an inversion of the RS communication (i.e., an 

increased functional interplay for relevant regions), while the latter would imply a loss of 

communication between brain regions. 

 

3. Results 

We found significant RS-FC for several connections within the combined set of seed regions. 

Significant positive coupling was found for: (i) SMAr with bilateral OP4 and bilateral AIC; 

(ii) left AIC with bilateral OP4; (iii) right AIC with bilateral OP4 and right area 7A; (iv) 

bilateral dPMC with ipsilateral area 7A; (v) right DPMC with left area 7A; (vi) 

interhemispheric connections between bilateral regions AIC, dPMC, OP4, and area 7A (see 

Fig. 4A). Noticeably, positive coupling was thus predominately found between regions with 

similar functional preferences (in the fMRI study), i.e., intra-domain connections (Fig 4A). 
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Significant negative coupling (i.e., anti-correlations) was found for the following connections: 

(i) SMAr with bilateral area 7A and right dPMC; (ii) bilateral OP4 to bilateral area 7A and 

dPMC; (iii) right AIC with bilateral dPMC and left AIC with left dPMC (see Fig. 4B). 

Negative RS coupling was thus predominantly observable for inter-domain connections (Fig. 

4B), i.e., for regions with differing functional preferences in the original fMRI study. 

 

 

 

 

For several connections, significant age effects on RS-FC were found (Fig. 5). Specifically, 

RS-FC between SMAr and bilateral AIC and OP4, respectively, decreased with age. Also, the 

interhemispheric connectivity between left and right area OP4 and left and right AIC 

decreased with age. In contrast, an age-related increase of RS-FC was found for the bilateral 
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connection of the DPMC and area 7A to the SMAr. Furthermore, area 7A bilaterally showed 

increased RS-FC to ipsilateral area OP4, whereas the right area 7A additionally showed an 

age-related increase of FC to the contralateral OP4. The supplementary extreme-group 

analysis in which we directly compared the 100 youngest and 100 oldest participants yielded 

significant differences for all connections that showed a significant association between RS-

FC and age (see Table 3), corroborating the age-related correlational findings. 

 

Note. Mean ryoung and mean relderly denote group-averaged functional connectivity (FC) in the 
100 youngest and 100 oldest participants, respectively. R, right; L, left;  7A  superior parietal 
area 7A; OP4  area OP4 of the parietal operculum; SMAr  rostroventral supplementary 
motor area; AIC  anterior insular cortex; dPMC  dorsal premotor cortex. 
**significant at p < .001, ***significant at p < .0001. 
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4. Discussion 

The present study investigated age-related differences in task-independent FC among a set of 

brain regions that was based on a previous fMRI study (Roski et al., 2013) to show a 

dedifferentiated recruitment pattern for visual-attention or sensorimotor demands 

(sensorimotor area OP4 and attention-related areas 7A and dPMC). This set was 

supplemented by task-general regions sh -activation with all functional 

AIC). Together, these regions were used as seed regions for a network RS-FC analysis. This 

analysis demonstrated that regions belonging to the same functional domain show positive FC 
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with each other, whereas regions belonging to different functional domains are anti-correlated 

with each other. The analysis of age-related changes in the RS-FC within the network 

revealed selective alterations of inter-regional connections, highlighting potential neural 

correlates of common age-related behavioral changes. 

 

4.1 Main effects of resting-state functional connectivity  

The RS-

of several seeds. When contrasting the RS-FC pattern with the task-dependent connectivity 

pattern (MACM), some connections showed corresponding FC, whereas other connections 

showed no FC congruency (for a detailed discussion see supplementary material). Positive 

RS-FC was predominantly observed between brain regions associated with similar functional 

systems (Figure 5A), whereas negatively correlated RS-FC was predominantly observed 

between regions belonging to different functional systems (see Figure 5B). In other words, RS 

activity in regions with similar functional characteristics appears to be positively correlated, 

whereas RS activity in regions with different functional properties is negatively correlated. In 

summary, the (original) functional distinction of the combined set of seed regions was well 

corroborated by its RS-FC pattern. Our results are thus in line with previous studies showing 

temporal correlations across functionally related areas, thereby forming RS networks that 

mirror task-related functional systems (De Luca et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2009; Biswal et al., 

2010).  

In turn, we found that negative FC was predominantly found between regions from 

different domains. These results underline an intrinsic, functionally driven organization of the 

human brain and are supported by studies showing that regions with apparently opposing 

functionality are negatively correlated in their RS-FC (Greicius et al., 2003; Roskies et al., 

2013; Schlegel et al., 2013). 
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4.2 Age-dependent differences in RS-FC 

First of all, it is noteworthy that not all connections showed age-related changes, arguing 

-related decline in the task-independent functional 

coupling between brain regions. Instead, it appears that changes across the lifespan occur 

selectively. Connections that showed age-related changes, however, mostly featured 

reductions of functional correlations, as both positive and negative RS-FC moved closer to 

zero with age. In other words, the task-independent functional correlation (i.e., negative or 

positive RS-FC) within and between the present networks appears to be diminished in older 

adults (see Figure 5B) making the network structure less distinct. According to the 

 (2001), such functional 

cognitive performance across several functional domains. In line with this, a decreased FC 

within a distinct network, i.e., the default-mode network (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; 

Tomasi and Volkow, 2012), which is relevant for internally directed mental states including 

remembering, planning, and related cognitive functions (Greicius et al., 2003; Fransson, 2005; 

Buckner and Carroll, 2007) w

indicate less RS communication between different task-related networks (i.e., visual-attention 

and sensorimotor networks). Nevertheless, we also found a few connections showing an 

increase in FC. The healthy aging brain is thus not only subject to functional decline but 

rather responds selectively to presumable structural or biochemical neuronal changes in the 

ity is 

we found decreased (closer to zero), increased, or unchanged connections in our large sample. 
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4.2.1 Age-dependent differences in RS-FC within the sensorimotor system  

The present results showed an age-related reduction of the task-independent interhemispheric 

connection of the left and right area OP4. This region is assumed to play a role in 

sensorimotor integration processes, such as incorporating sensory feedback into motor actions 

(Rizzolatti and Wolpert, 2005; Halsband and Lange, 2006) and tactile object recognition and 

manipulation (Inoue et al., 2002; Wasaka et al., 2005). As a consequence of the decreased 

interhemispheric FC for this region, a diminishe

-related behavioral slowing in 

sensorimotor tasks, suggesting a dysregulation of sensorimotor processing (Yordanova et al., 

2004), corroborates this assumption. In line with this, increased age is associated with slower 

performance in speeded motor tasks (Salthouse, 2000). Finally, even in simple tasks (i.e., 

auditory and visual choice reactions), age-related changes within the sensorimotor system 

appear to affect performance (Yordanova et al., 2004). Although area OP4 represents only a 

single node within the sensorimotor system, the altered task-independent coupling for this 

regions may indicate a neural correlate of the above-mentioned behav es 

observed in older adults. 

 

4.2.2 Age-dependent differences in RS-FC between visual-attention and 

sensorimotor-related regions 

Age-related increases in RS-FC were observed for inter-system connections, i.e., between 

sensorimotor-related and visual attention related regions (OP4 7A; see Figure 5). 

Importantly, RS-FC showed an anti-correlated pattern between those regions in the young 

subsample (Figure 4B). Thus, in young adults, task-independent neural activity in OP4 is 

accompanied by deactivation of area 7A and vice versa. This anti-correlation appears to be 

diminished in older adults, as RS-FC increased with age, approaching zero (see Figure 5). In 
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other words, switching or mutual suppression (both of which would result in anti-correlation) 

between both sensorimotor and visual-attention network activity seems to be deteriorated in 

advanced age, potentially resulting in less distinct processing. This effect corroborates the 

fMRI study the functional seed regions were derived from (Roski et al., 2013). In that study 

we observed less differentiated task-dependent neural activity within areas 7A and OP4 in 

-

related changes of RS- y demonstrated age-related 

alteration of a task-dependent activation pattern. Changes of intrinsic connectivity may hence 

be considered as a potential predictor for changes in task-dependent activation. 

 

4.2.3 Age-dependent differences in RS-FC between task-specific regions and  

task-general seeds  

Decreased RS-FC was observed between OP4 and the task-general SMAr, suggesting reduced 

communication between these regions with age. A similar effect was found for the attention-

related area 7A. Here RS-FC was negative in the young subsample (see Table 3), the age-

-correlation, i.e., again a reduced 

communication. In other words, with age SMAr shows a less distinct connectivity with 

sensorimotor and visua -

related changes in RS-FC between the second task-general region (i.e., AIC in each 

hemisphere), and the task-  

The AIC is known to be a highly integrative region with relevance for the processing of 

somatosensory, cognitive and social-emotional information (Kurth et al., 2010). Likewise, the 

SMA is known to integrate neural information relevant for the internal generation of 

movements (Picard and Strick, 1996; Jenkins et al., 2000; Thickbroom et al., 2000; Crosson et 
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task- -based FC to all of the fMRI-based 

seeds. Hence, both regions seem to subserve higher-order cognitive processes interacting with 

and bilateral AIC were shown to be associated with the initiation and the maintenance of 

mental task sets. Notably, the present task-

s shown that 

regions in a very similar position as our task-general SMAr and AIC do not respond in a task-

integrate highly processed sensory data with visceral, autonomic, and hedonic information 

(Damasio, 2000), so that the organism can decide what to do (or not to do) next. The reduced 

RS-FC with age between SMAr and the task-

older adults to initiate, maintain, and switch activation in task-relevant functional systems. At 

switching (Wasylyshyn et al., 2011) and dual-tasking (Verhaeghen et al., 2003; Just et al., 

2008), that is, in situations where different mental task sets have to be constantly (re-)initiated 

or simultaneously maintained. The demonstrated age-related reduction in RS-FC between 

task-set control regions and task-

 

Moreover, our results also indicated a decreased functional coupling within the task-

general network, i.e., between the SMAr, left and right AIC. As mentioned before, these 

regions represent basic nodes within a network assumed to be involved in task-switching and 

dual-tasking processes. The reduced intercommunication of these regions in older adults 

strengthens our above interpretation that intrinsic age-related changes possibly mediate task-
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switching and dual- -

switching costs were interpreted in terms of an age-related impairment in the ability to 

internally differentiate among task sets (Keith et al., 2004). 

In summary, we found reduced task-independent communication within the task-general 

regions as well as between the task-general region SMAr and the functional seed regions. The 

reduced communication within the task-

adults during task-switching and dual-tasking. Moreover, the reduced communication to the 

functional seed regions (sensorimotor and visual attention) may indicate mo

impairments for older adults. In line with this, the interaction of the visual-attention and 

sensorimotor systems seems to be deteriorated in older adults (Szturm et al., 2013), possibly 

provoked by a deteriorated communication with the task-set system (task-general regions). 

At the neural level, these intrinsic changes of intercommunication within and between 

the task-set system and functional seed regions might also explain the reduced distinctiveness 

of task-independent brain activity in the two functional systems (sensorimotor and visual 

attention), as found in our former study (Roski et al., 2013). In particular, the interplay of both 

systems may be controlled less precisely, potentially resulting in less distinct regional 

activations of task- -FC with age was observed 

for the connection between the visual-attention-related dPMC and the task-general SMAr. In 

contrast to the decreased communication between the attention-related area 7A and task-

general SMAr, this age-

connection. In line with this, it was shown that older (vs. younger) adults often recruit more 

frontal regions to successfully perform a visual attention task (Ansado et al., 2012; Li et al., 

SMAr declines with age, whereas the communication between the more anterior dPMC and 
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-to-anterior shift in aging 

(PASA; cf. Davis et al., 2008) for cognitive control within the visual attention system and, 

moreover, demonstrates that the PASA-effect, previously reported for regional brain activity, 

may also extend to RS-FC. 

 

4.3 Limitations and future directions 

First, the current cross-sectional study offers the advantages of a large sample. However, 

some drawbacks have to be mentioned. Although a relation between age and changes in the 

interregional connection is clear, the causality between both is not positively determinable. In 

other words, there is no information on which variable caused the other. Moreover, we cannot 

completely exclude that additional variables, e.g., structural or neurochemical alterations, may 

MRI (e.g., diffusion tensor imaging), functional MRI, and neurochemical measurements, may 

extend the understanding of the causalities on FC changes in the aging brain. Second, since 

-attention or sensorimotor 

system that showed an age- esults on 

age-related RS-FC changes between entire functional networks have to be regarded with 

caution. Nevertheless, our study indicates that healthy aging is associated with task-

independent connectivity changes within and across task- ork nodes. 

Furthermore, the current sample was derived by four different sites. Although all participants 

were screened for psychiatric and neurological disorders, the threshold for sub-clinical 

cognitive impairments may vary between them. Hence, the sample may contain some patients 

with sub-clinical symptoms. Finally, in the current sample we were unable to relate individual 

FC parameters to performance. Further studies should hence combine performance 

measurements with neuroimaging during task performance and task-free states in the same 
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participants. This would permit investigating more direct relations of different age-related 

neural changes, their interdependencies, and their association with performance (see, e.g., 

Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Madden et al., 2010; Schulte et al., 2011). 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

of the human brain (De Luca et al., 2006; Biswal et al., 2010), as RS activity in regions with 

similar functional characteristics was positively correlated, whereas RS activity in regions 

with different functional properties was negatively correlated but also revealed anti-

correlation between task- -activated) task general regions. Second, age-related 

changes in network FC seem to be connection-

affected, and changes comprised both increases and decreases in RS-FC. Third, the majority 

of the observed age-related changes indicated a reduction of communication in the aging 

brain, as both correlations and anti-correlations were attenuated. Task-general regions, 

presumably relevant for the implementation and maintenance of task sets, showed reduced 

interregional RS-FC, in line with well- lts in task-switching or 

dual-tasking. Furthermore, the communication between system-

global task-set system seems to be intrinsically deteriorated, potentially leading to less 

differentiated regional brain activity during visual-attention and sensorimotor tasks, 

respectively (Roski et al., 2013). Finally, an age-related posterior-to-anterior shift was 

observed for the RS connectivity between areas of the visual attention system, in line with the 

PASA the-ory (Davis et al., 2008

observed behavioral and functional brain activity changes concur with intrinsic FC changes in 

the healthy aging brain. 
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Task-dependent FC (MACM) vs. RS-FC 

The task-general regions, AIC and SMAr, were defined by significant task-dependent FC to 

all other seed region. In contrast to this, the RS-FC pattern revealed a different and more 

diverse connectivity pattern between these task-general regions and the original seeds. For the 

connections between the sensorimotor related seed regions and the task general seed regions, 

RS-FC shows a congruent connectivity pattern compared to task-dependent FC (MACM). 

This is in line with a number of studies showing that neural activity during task performance 

has a similar neuro-anatomical distribution at rest, a phenomenon that is assumed to derive 

from continuing intrinsic neural activity during task performance (Tsodyks et al., 1999;Fox et 

al., 2006;Fransson, 2006). Moreover, this finding underlines the assumption that task-

dependent neural properties represent an approximately linear superimposition of task-evoked 

neural activity and ongoing RS activity (Arieli et al., 1996;Tsodyks et al., 1999). In contrast to 

this coherent FC pattern between task dependent and task-independent RS-FC, SMAr showed 

positive RS-FC with sensorimotor region OP4 bilaterally, whereas negative RS-FC was found 

with the attention-related regions 7A and dPMC bilaterally (see Fig. 5A/B). In other words, 

although SMAr was defined by significant co-activation with bilateral 7A and dPMC, it was 

actually anti-correlated with these regions in the RS-FC analysis. A similar pattern was found 

for AIC with the exception that no significant FC was observed between AIC and 7A.  Hence, 

the intrinsic communication pattern between this set of brain regions obviously differs from 

that found in task-dependent state. This observation is in line with several studies that 

compared neural activity patterns during rest with those obtained during task performance 

(see, e.g., Hampson et al., 2002;Jiang et al., 2004;Nir et al., 2006). Potentially, reorganization 

may be in charge, involving facilitation and depression of synapses (Weimann and Marder, 

1991), leading to changes in the intrinsic correlation structure (Fox and Raichle, 2007). As a 

second possibility, again a superimposition of RS activity and task-dependent activity is 
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assumed (Fox et al., 2006). In contrast to the aforementioned superimposition, now the 

correlation structure of intrinsic activity remains constant between task and rest leading to 

changes in regional correlations observed during task performance (Fox et al., 2006). In 

summary, for some connections, interregional task-dependent FC corresponds with RS-FC, 

whereas other connections showed no FC congruency. However, the mechanisms underlying 

spontaneous neural activity are not fully understood, and the degree to which the correlation 

structure of intrinsic activity changes under task conditions remains an unanswered question. 

Nevertheless, our findings indicate that the correlation of interregional FC between 

spontaneous activity and task-dependent activity depends on the individual connection under 

study. Future research focusing on this issue may provide more comprehensive insights into 

intrinsic brain activity and its relation to and overlap with task-evoked activity. 
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Abstract 

Healthy aging has been found associated with less efficient response conflict solution, but the 

cognitive and neural mechanisms remain elusive. In a two-experiment study, we first examined the 

behavioural consequences of this putative age-related decline for conflicts induced by spatial 

stimulus response incompatibility. We then used resting-state functional magnetic resonance 

imaging data from a large, independent sample of adults (n = 399; 18 85 years) to investigate age 

differences in functional connectivity between the nodes of a network previously found associated 

with incompatibility-induced response conflicts in the very same paradigm. As expected, 

overcoming interference from conflicting response tendencies took longer in older adults, even 

after accounting for potential mediator variables (general response speed and accuracy, motor 

speed, visuomotor coordination ability, and cognitive flexibility). Experiment 2 subsequently 

revealed selective age-related decreases in functional connectivity between bilateral anterior 

insula, pre-supplementary motor area, and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Meta-analytic 

functional profiling using the BrainMap database then showed these age-sensitive nodes to be 

more strongly linked to highly abstract cognition, as compared with the remaining network nodes, 

which in turn were more strongly linked to more concrete action-related processing. These 

findings indicate changes in interregional coupling with age among task-relevant network nodes 

that are not specifically associated with conflict resolution per se. Rather, our behavioural and 

neural data jointly suggest that healthy aging is associated with difficulties in properly activating 

non-dominant but relevant task schemata necessary to exert efficient cognitive control over action. 
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1. Introduction 

Healthy aging is associated with performance deterioration in several cognitive domains, 

among them the top-down control of action (for reviews, see Craik and Salthouse, 2008; Park 

and Schwarz, 2000; Proctor et al., 2005; Salthouse, 1991; but see Verhaeghen, 2011). Such 

cognitive control over action is required when automatic response tendencies need to be 

overcome. A well-established paradigm to study cognitive action control is the spatial 

stimulus response compatibility (SRC) task, in which the stimuli and the speeded responses 

they call for either match or mismatch spatially (Fitts and Deininger, 1954). In this task, a 

matching (i.e. spatially compatible) stimulus response (S-R) mapping is given if the 

occurrence of a lateralized stimulus requires an ipsilateral response, while a mismatching (i.e. 

spatially incompatible) S-R mapping is given if a lateralized stimulus requires a contralateral 

response. Successful performance in incompatible conditions necessitates overcoming the 

automatically activated ipsilateral response tendency through top-down control according to 

inhibiting the prepotent compatible response and initiating the nondominant incompatible one 

(cf. Hommel and Prinz, 1997).  

In terms of performance, these top-down-controlled processes are reflected by an increase 

in reaction time (RT) and error rate, relative to compatible trials. This effect, in turn, was 

found to further increase with age (see Proctor et al., 2005, for a review). Previous studies, 

however, are sparse and often did not consider potential confounds. The age-related RT 

slowing on incompatible trials might thus not (only) be related to a selective impairment in 

exerting cognitive control but might rather be due to a general slowing of information 

processing or motor execution with age (Salthouse, 1996). Our first experiment, therefore, 

aimed to reproduce the increase in S-R incompatibility costs with age and, if found, examine 
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whether the age-related increase is independent of age differences in potential confounds such 

as speed in compatible response selection, motor speed, speeded visuomotor coordination, 

and cognitive flexibility.  

As for the neural underpinnings, overcoming spatial S-R incompatibility was found to 

activate a fronto-parieto-insular network comprising bilateral anterior insula, intraparietal 

sulcus (IPS), dorsal premotor cortex (dPMC), pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and 

adjacent midcingulate cortex, as well as right temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and right 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Cieslik et al., 2010; Matsumoto et al., 2004; 

Schumacher et al., 2003; Sylvester et al., 2003). With respect to age, Lee et al. (2006) 

reported increased incompatibility-related activity in older (vs. younger) adults in right 

DLPFC, anterior cingulate cortex, and left inferior parietal cortex. This age-related regional 

hyperactivity might have reflected compensatory processing during the solution of response 

conflicts in advanced age.  

Besides regional activation, however, efficient communication between the nodes of the 

involved network is pivotal. At the neural level, this communication should be reflected by 

interregional functional connectivity (FC), that is, correlations among the activity time 

courses of task-relevant regions. Several age-related differences in FC have previously been 

observed (for reviews, see Ferreira and Busatto, 2013; Goh, 2011), even in the absence of 

changes in regional activation strength (Grady, 2005; Madden et al., 2010). As a consequence, 

performance differences with age might also arise from changes in FC among relevant brain 

regions (Chen et al., 2009; Stevens, 2009).  

Two studies reported age-dependent decreases in FC within the networks involved in 

motor control and task switching, respectively (Madden et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2007), but to 

our knowledge, potential FC changes with age between brain regions related to solving 

response conflicts have not been examined yet. Therefore, using a large adult sample with a 
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wide age range, our second experiment tested age-related differences in intrinsic FC between 

brain regions associated with responding under conditions of spatial S-R incompatibility. 

These regions were derived from a previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 

study that used exactly the same paradigm to uncover incompatibility-related regional brain 

activity (Cieslik et al., 2010). Our second experiment was thus performed in an independent 

sample for which no SRC-related performance measures were available. Nevertheless, basing 

our FC analysis on an a priori defined brain network specifically associated with the cognitive 

process of interest provided a strong functional-neuroanatomical link between behavioural 

and connectivity changes with age, as investigated in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively. 

To summarize, the goals of our investigation were two-fold: (1) We aimed to examine the 

effect of age on overcoming incompatibility-induced response conflicts at the behavioural 

level, including the analysis of potential mediator variables. (2) After corroborating an age-

related increase of the behavioural SRC effect in Experiment 1, we sought to investigate age 

effects on the intrinsic functional coupling between those brain regions that are specifically 

activated by such incompatibility-induced response conflicts. Juxtaposing these two 

complementary methodological approaches, we aimed to obtain converging evidence for the 

mechanisms underlying age-related differences in solving spatial incompatibility-induced 

response conflicts.  

 

2. Experiment 1 

Experiment 1 examined whether aging is related to difficulties in solving response conflicts 

induced by spatial S-R incompatibility, even when potential mediator variables (see below) 

are taken into account. Although previous findings are not completely consistent (Bonin-

Guillaume et al., 2000; Grandjean and Collette, 2011; Lee et al., 2006; Proctor et al., 2005; 

Simon and Wolf, 1963; Smulders et al., 1999), we predicted that the slowing of responses 
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under conditions of spatial S-R incompatibility would be stronger in older participants. We 

further expected that this effect persisted after partialling out variance explained by general 

response speed, response accuracy, motor speed, speeded visuomotor coordination, and 

cognitive flexibility. 

 

2.1. Method 

2.1.1. Sample 

The sample comprised 26 young (M = 24.9, SD = 2.8, range = 20 29 years; 9 female) and 27 

older (M = 59.4, SD = 6.8, range = 50 73 years; 9 female) paid volunteers, which all had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of psychiatric or neurologic disorders. In 

order to exclude participants with dementia or clinically relevant cognitive impairments, we 

administered a multiple-choice vocabulary test (MWT-B; Lehrl, 2005) that assesses 

crystallized verbal intelligence. The test score, ranging from 0 to 37, was previously shown to 

decrease with increasing dementia severity (Kessler et al., 1995). All our participants fell into 

the normal range, with the older subsample even achieving significantly higher test scores [M 

= 30.8; range = 23 35) than the younger subsample (M = 25.9; range = 19 32; two-sample t-

test of the subsample difference: t(51) = 4.89, p < .001]. Participants gave written informed 

consent to the study, which had been approved by the local ethics committee of the RWTH 

Aachen University Hospital. 

 
2.1.2. Task and procedure 

Participants performed a manual SRC task (Behrwind et al., 2011; Cieslik et al., 2010) 

requiring speeded button-press responses with the left- or right-hand index finger to 

lateralized visual stimuli (red dots). In trials with compatible S-R mapping, participants were 

to respond as fast and correctly as possible with their ipsilateral hand (e.g. with their left hand 

to a left-sided stimulus), while in trials with incompatible S-R mapping, participants were to 
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respond with their contralateral hand (e.g. with their right hand to a left-sided stimulus). 

Stimuli were presented for 200 ms each and separated by an interstimulus interval of 1300

1700 ms (uniformly jittered).  

The compatibility of the spatial S-R mapping was varied between blocks and indicated at 

screen. Fifteen blocks of either condition were presented in pseudorandom order, separated by 

uniformly jittered intervals of 4.1 4.5 s, with each block containing 21 24 trials (left/right 

stimuli presented in random order, equally distributed across blocks).  

The experiment was run in a dimly lit room using a standard PC and the software 

Presentation 11.3 (www.neurobs.com). Reaction time (RT) and accuracy were recorded. To 

make the testing more comfortable and prevent decreasing attention due to fatigue, the 30 task 

which were separated by resting breaks of up to 5 min. Before the experiment, participants 

performed a range of neuropsychological tests (see below). 

 
2.1.3. Neuropsychological tests 

2.1.3.1. Finger Tapping 

To assess finger motor speed, participants tapped as rapidly as possible for 10 s using their 

(separated by short breaks to prevent muscular fatigue) was used as the test score (cf. 

Dafotakis et al., 2008). 

2.1.3.2. Pointing Task 

To assess repetitive visuomotor coordination, participants performed series of rapid horizontal 

pointing movements alternating between two points 30 cm apart using their right and left 
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(Defer et al., 1999). Median time needed for 10 touches per point 

from 3 series per hand was used as the test score. 

 

2.1.3.3. Trail-Making Test (TMT) 

Nonrepetitive visuomotor coordination ability was assessed using the TMT-A, which is a 

paper-and-pencil test requiring participants to connect spatially scattered numbers in 

ascending order by drawing lines as fast as possible (Reitan, 1955). Total execution time was 

used as the test score. The TMT-B additionally contains letters and requires participants to 

connect both item types alternatingly in ascending (numerical and alphabetical) order. Thus, 

the TMT-B necessitates continuous attentional switching between both item categories 

(numbers and letters) and poses moderate demands on working memory for maintaining the 

last item of one category in mind while searching for and connecting the item of the other 

category. The difference in time needed to complete versions B and A, respectively, is 

considered to reflect those aspects of cognitive flexibility (i.e. attentional switching and 

mnemonic updating) most validly (Sánchez-Cubillo et al., 2009) and was used as the test 

score (TMT-Diff).  

 
2.1.4. Data analysis 

Response speed was assessed via calculating intraindividual median RT for correct responses 

per condition; accuracy was assessed via calculating the intraindividual percentage of 

erroneous responses (error rate) per condition. Statistical group-level analysis was performed 

using SPSS 15.0. Initially, performance data were subjected to 2 × 2 analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs) with Age (young vs. old) as between-subject factor and SRC (compatible vs. 

incompatible) as within-subject factor. Subsequently, RT and error rate on S-R-compatible 

trials, finger tapping and pointing task scores, as well as TMT-A and TMT-Diff scores were 
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entered as predictors into a linear regression analysis with the SRC effect on RT as dependent 

median RT on incompatible and compatible trials, expressed as percent RT change on 

 = (RTincompatible  RTcompatible) / RTcompatible × 100. If the multiple 

predicted by the variables entered, we would include these variables as covariates into a 

between-group 

differences in the SRC effect persisted when accounting for other relevant sources of 

variance. 

 

2.2. Results and discussion 

2.2.1. ANOVAs 

Results are shown in Fig. 1. Mean RT was 

significantly longer in older (vs. younger) participants 

[F(1, 51) = 41.1, p < .001, p² = 0.45] as well as under 

incompatible (vs. compatible) conditions 

[F(1, 51) = 584.7, p < .001, p² = 0.92]. Critically, the 

Age × SRC interaction effect was also significant 

[F(1, 51) = 34.6, p < .001, p² = 0.40], that is, the 

incompatibility-related RT slowing was stronger with 

age. This interaction was also reflected in significantly 

r ones (mean 

-

sample t-test [t(51) = p < .001]. 
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Error rate was also significantly higher in older (vs. younger) participants [F(1, 51) = 88.4, 

p < .001, p² = 0.63] as well as under incompatible (vs. compatible) conditions 

[F(1, 51) = 8.4, p = .006, p² = 0.14]. There was, however, no significant Age × SRC 

interaction effect on error rate [F(1, 51) = 0.2], that is, the incompatibility-related accuracy 

decline was not stronger with age. 

These results agree with previous reports (cf. Proctor et al., 2005) in showing that the impact 

of S-R incompatibility on speeded response selection increases with age. In their review, 

Proctor et al. mentioned that aging sometimes was also found to specifically affect error rate 

in incompatible conditions. As we did not find such an interaction, further studies are needed 

to assess whether an incompatibility-related accuracy decline with age is a reliable effect at all 

and, if so, on which specific, as-yet unknown methodological factors its presence and size 

depend. Given that in research on SRC effects, response speed is the dominant dependent 

measure, the main reason for the volatility of the age × compatibility interaction effect on 

accuracy might be the limited sensitivity of accuracy measures to the difficulty difference 

between compatible and incompatible conditions. In any case, as response speed during 

incompatible trials was apparently not traded off against increased accuracy in our task, the 

observed age × compatibility interaction effect on RT suggests that aging leads to 

deterioration in the efficiency of intentionally overcoming an automatically activated 

(dominant) response tendency in favour of another (non-dominant) response alternative. This 

conclusion, however, must be preliminary as long as the relevance of other variables that 

might account for this seemingly age-related difference has not been examined.  
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2.2.2. Linear regression analysis 

Across the entire sample, multiple regression analysis revealed a significant linear relation 

(R = .41, p = .017) between the predictors entered (i.e., compatible-trial RT and error rate as 

well as finger tapping, pointing task, TMT-A, and TMT-Diff scores; cf. Table 1) and the 

relative impact of S-R incompatibility on RT 

substantial part of variance (17%) in the impact of S-R incompatibility on RT is explained by 

these variables. Given this relationship, we included these predictors as covariates in an 

ANCOVA to test whether the difference in the relative impact of incompatibility between age 

groups persisted.   

2.2.3. ANCOVA 

 
After partialling out variance explained by the predictors included in the above regression 

analysis, the between-

[F(1, 45) = 7.5, p = .009, p² = 0.14]. Thus, compared with the above ANOVA and t-test 

results, the Age × 

of motor speed, visuomotor coordination, and cognitive flexibility. Therefore, the age-related 

decline in the ability to overcome prepotent response tendencies appears to be specific and not 
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mediated by factors reflected in the measures used as covariates, corroborating our 

preliminary conclusion.  

Extending previous research (Grandjean and Collette, 2011; Proctor et al., 2005), our 

analysis accounted for variance in variables that partly predicted the age-specific increase of 

the SRC effect. Importantly, this did not remove the influence of age on dealing with spatial 

S-R incompatibility. Our findings thus contradict the assumption that the age-related response 

slowing under conditions of S-R incompatibility is simply the result of a global slowing in 

processing speed (cf. Bonin-Guillaume et al., 2000). Furthermore, they indicate that the 

observed decline in cognitive action control with age is neither mediated by a shift of the 

speed accuracy trade-off towards higher accuracy, nor by differences in motor speed, 

visuomotor coordination abilities, or cognitive flexibility. In sum, our behavioural data 

suggest that aging leads to a specific deficit in exerting cognitive control over automatically 

activated but irrelevant action tendencies. Potential mechanisms will be considered in the 

General Discussion in light of the results of Experiment 2. 

 

3. Experiment 2 

In Experiment 2, we examined age-

between brain regions involved in solving response conflicts that arise from S-R 

incompatibility. Intrinsic FC is increased between functionally and anatomically related brain 

regions (Fox et al., 2006; Fox and Raichle, 2007; Smith et al., 2009) and was found to predict 

both intraindividual trial-to-trial performance variability (Fox et al., 2007) and interindividual 

differences in neurological and psychiatric disease severity (see Zhang and Raichle, 2010, for 

a review). Thus, finding age-related variation in interregional FC strength would suggest adult 

age differences in neural coupling and, in turn, communication and interaction between brain 

regions. As we restricted our main analysis to regions specifically associated with responding 
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under conditions of S-R incompatibility, age-related reductions in the coupling between these 

regions could inform us about possible and plausible neural mechanisms behind the 

behavioural effects observed in Experiment 1.  

 

 3.1. Method 

3.1.1. Definition of incompatibility-related seed regions 

present investigation had previously 

been identified by fMRI in a normal 

adult sample (n = 24; mean age = 29 

yrs.; age range = 20 59 yrs.) using the 

very same SRC task in the scanner that 

was used in Experiment 1 (Cieslik et al., 

2010). More specifically, the SRC-

related network examined in Experiment 

2 resulted from contrasting brain activity 

during S-R-incompatible trials with that 

during S-R-compatible trials, in 

conjunction with the two main effects 

(vs. resting baseline) of incompatible 

trials with left- and right-handed 

responses, respectively. This network 

comprised bilateral IPS (hIP3; Scheperjans et al., 2008), anterior insula, dPMC (area 6; 

Geyer, 2004), pre-SMA and adjacent midcingulate cortex, as well as right TPJ (area PFm; 

Caspers et al., 2006) and DLPFC (see Fig. 2).  
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3.1.2. Sample 

The analysis included resting-state fMRI data from 399 adults ranging from 18 to 85 (M = 

41.8, SD = 16.8, Md = 41, IQR = 29) years of age. All participants (46% female) were without 

any record of neurological or psychiatric disorders and gave their written informed consent to 

the study. The data were contributed by four sites (see Table 2). Joint (re-)analysis of the data 

was approved by the local ethics committee of the Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf. 
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3.1.3. Data acquisition and preprocessing 

Gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) was used to record blood oxygen level dependent 

(BOLD) activity in transversal slices covering the entire cerebrum (for detailed measurement 

parameters of the different samples, please see Table 2). Participants lay supine in the scanner 

and were instructed to let their mind wander without falling asleep. All data were jointly 

preprocessed and analysed using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Four dummy scans, 

which preceded image acquisition to allow for magnetic field saturation, were discarded prior 

to further analysis. Images were first corrected for head movement by affine registration using 

a two-

subsequently to the mean of the reali

spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) single-subject template 

(Ashburner and Friston, 2005), and the 

ensuing deformation was applied to the individual EPI volumes. Hereby, volumes were 

resampled at 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 × mm³ voxel size. Images were then smoothed by a 5-mm full-

width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel to meet the requirements of the general linear model 

and compensate for residual anatomical variation. 

 
3.1.4. Data analysis 

FC measures can be influenced by several confounds such as head movements and 

physiological processes (e.g., fluctuations due to cardiac and respiratory cycles; cf. Fox et al., 

2009; Weissenbacher et al., 2009). In order to reduce spurious correlations, variance 

time series (Cieslik et al., 2013b; Jakobs et al., 2012; Satterthwaite et al., 2013): (i) the six 

motion parameters derived from the image realignment; (ii) the first derivatives of the six 

motion parameters, (iii) mean gray-matter, white-matter, and cerebrospinal-fluid signal 

intensity per time point as obtained by averaging across voxels attributed to the respective 
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tissue class in the SPM8 segmentation. All nuisance variables entered the regression model as 

first- and second-order terms, resulting in a total of 30 nuisance regressors. After confound 

removal, data were band-pass filtered preserving frequencies between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz, as 

meaningful resting-state correlations will predominantly be found in these frequencies given 

that the BOLD response acts as a low- (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007; 

Greicius et al., 2003).  

The time course o

participant as the first eigenvariate of activity in all gray-matter voxels located within the 

respective cluster (cf. Cieslik et al., 2013b; Jakobs et al., 2012). For each participant, the time-

series data of each seed region were correlated with each other, and the resulting Pearson 

Z scores. The subsequent analysis of 

age-related changes in these interregional correlations (i.e., intrinsic FC values) was restricted 

to pairs of regions showing not only statistically significant (as assessed via one-sample t-

tests) but substantial interconnectivity in the 100 youngest and/or 100 oldest participants. 

Specifically, since in rather large samples even relatively small correlations can be 

statistically significant, we restricted the study of age effects to those connections that showed 

intrinsic FC values of at least medium effect size (i.e., r  d 

0.5) in the young and/or old subgroup. For these connections, age-related changes in 

interregional coupling were examined by rank- -Z-transformed 

FC values with age across the whole sample, with the influence of sex and data contribution 

site partialled out beforehand. The results of these Spearman correlation analyses were 

regarded significant if they passed a threshold of p < .05. As this study was of an exploratory 

nature, we report p-values uncorrected for multiple testing but mark those connections whose 

age-related change was large enough to survive Bonferroni correction. In addition to the 

correlational analyses, we performed an extreme-group comparison between the 25% 
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youngest (18 26 yrs., n = 102) and 25% oldest (55 85 yrs., n = 108) participants using 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) as implemented in SPSS 15.0. 

 
3.1.5. Quantitative functional profiling 

In order to quantitatively assess the functional significance of seed regions with either age-

sensitive or age-insensitive FC, we analysed the correspondence of respective network nodes 

(or sub-networks) with descriptors for cognitive processes as provided by the BrainMap 

database (www.brainmap.org; Laird et al., 2009). Along with result coordinates from 

thousands of neuroimaging studies, this database contains meta-data that describe the 

-specified 

taxonomy (Fox et al., 2005). The main categories of this taxonomy of behavioural domains 

include cognition, action, perception, emotion and interoception, along with their respective 

subcategories (for a complete list, see www.brainmap.org/scribe). By filtering this database 

for experiments featuring activation within a particular region and performing statistical 

analysis on the descriptors of the selected experiments, functional roles of individual areas 

may then be characterized in an unbiased manner. 

We analysed the behavioural domain meta-data of BrainMap experiments associated with 

assessed network nodes by way of forward and reverse inference (Bzdok et al., 2013b; Cieslik 

et al., 2013a; Clos et al., 2013; Eickhoff et al., 2011a; Rottschy et al., 2013). For forward 

inference, we used binomial tests [p < .05, corrected for multiple comparisons by 

thresholding the false-discovery rate (FDR)] to identify behavioural domains for which the 

is, we tested whether th

particular behavioural domain [P(Activation | Domain)] was higher than the baseline 

probability of finding activation in those voxels across the entire database [P(Activation)]. 

Reverse inference identified the most likely behavioural domains given activation in voxels of 
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interest. This likelihood [P(Domain | Activation)] was derived from P(Activation | Domain), 

f chi-

square tests (p < .05, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). 

To examine the specificity of the functional profiles of seed regions with age-sensitive vs. 

age-insensitive connections, we performed contrast analyses, which were restricted to those 

experiments in BrainMap that activated either set of seeds. The results of these quantitative 

comparisons were thresholded at p < .05 (FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). For 

differential forward inference, we compared the activation probabilities between the two 

seeds given a particular behavioural domain; for differential reverse inference, we compared 

the probabilities of a particular behavioural domain being present given activation in one or 

the other seed (Bzdok et al., 2013b; Cieslik et al., 2013; Clos et al., 2013; Eickhoff et al., 

2011a; Rottschy et al., 2013).   

 

3.2. Results and discussion 

3.2.1. Basic FC 

Substantial positive resting-state FC (i.e., r 

between network nodes (see Table 3 and Fig. 3): (i) pre-SMA with bilateral anterior insula, 

bilateral dPMC, right DLPFC, and left IPS, respectively; (ii) right DLPFC with bilateral 

anterior insula, right dPMC, right IPS, and right TPJ, respectively; (iii) right anterior insula 

with right TPJ; (iv) right dPMC with bilateral IPS; (v) left dPMC with left IPS; and (vi) the 

interhemispheric connections between the bilateral clusters in anterior insula, dPMC, and IPS, 

respectively. Substantial negative FC values (i.e., r 

nor the old subgroup.  
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3.2.2. Age effects on FC 

For several of the substantial connections, resting-state FC was found to decrease significantly 

with age (rs 

were found for the connections between pre-SMA and right anterior insula as well as pre-

SMA and left anterior insula, which both showed the largest FC decline with age. Age-related 

decreases in FC were furthermore found between right DLPFC and right anterior insula, right 

DLPFC and left anterior insula, right anterior insula and right dPMC, as well as between right 

and left anterior insulae. The connectivity between pre-SMA and left IPS was the only one 

that increased with age (rs = .14). However, a similarly small but significant age-related 
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increase in FC at rest (rs = .18) was found for pre-SMA and right IPS, whose intrinsic inter-

connectivity in the older subgroup had just missed our effect-size criterion (FCelderly = .231).  

The extreme-

0.34, F(20, 187) = 4.76, p < .001] as well as significant univariate differences for exactly the 

same connections that showed a significant association between intrinsic FC and age (see 

Table 3), fully corroborating the correlational findings. As supplementary analysis, an 

equivalent MANOVA was performed on the FC data before partialling out sex effects, 

yielding ne p = .42), nor an interaction of sex 

p = .70). 

 
3.2.3. Quantitative functional profiling of regions with vs. without age-related FC decline 

For decoding the functional significance of network nodes with mainly age-sensitive vs. age-

associations with behavioural domains (and differences thereof) as provided by the BrainMap 

database. To recap, we conducted both forward and reverse inference analyses, with the 

former assessing the probability of activation in the respective region of interest given a 

particular behavioural domain and the latter assessing the probability of a behavioural domain 

given activation in a particular region of interest. Two sets of regions of interest were defined 

according to the results of the FC-by- -

comprised seed regions whose FC with several other seeds decreased with age (i.e., bilateral 

anterior insula, pre- -

remaining five seed regions (i.e., bilateral dPMC and IPS as well as right TPJ). The 

subsequent functional characterizations were based on all normal mapping experiments in 

healthy participants contained in BrainMap that reported at least one activation in each of the 

constituent regions of either set, with the following relaxation regarding pairs of bilateral 

homotopic seeds (i.e. anterior insula, dPMC, and IPS): to be included, it was sufficient for 
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experiments to report activation only in left or right anterior insula or left or right dPMC and 

IPS, respectively. 

Forward and reverse inference alike indicated that both the age-sensitive and the age-

insensitive sets were significantly associated with attention, while the age-insensitive set was 

additionally associated with visual motion perception (see Fig. S1 in Online Resource 1). The 

subsequent contrast analysis revealed that the age-sensitive set was more strongly associated 

with general cognitive processes according to forward inference, while the reverse inference 

analysis did not yield any significant difference (see Fig. 4). In contrast, the age-insensitive 

set was more strongly associated with action execution and visual motion perception, 

according to both forward and reverse inference (see Fig. 4).  

 

3.2.4. Supplementary analyses 

3.2.4.1. Age effects on FC in a control network 

In order to collect additional evidence for the specificity of the age-related FC differences 

observed, we performed the very same analysis within a set of regions that were previously 

found to be collectively involved in the cross-modal processing of audiovisual emotional sti-

muli (Müller et al., 2012; see also Müller et al., 2011). This network comprised eight regions 
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of interest: bilateral fusiform gyrus, auditory cortex, amygdala, and the posterior aspect of 

superior temporal sulcus (for details, see Table S1 in Online Resource 1). Between these 

nificant 

(albeit only uncorrected) age-related FC differences: between both fusiform gyri (rs = .19), 

between both auditory cortices (rs = .24), and between both amygdalae (rs = .15). 

3.2.4.2. Age effects on outside-network FC 

A set of further analyses explored whether our seed regions showed age-related changes in FC 

with brain regions other than those constituting our a priori defined network. The rationale 

behind these exploratory whole-brain analyses was to falsify the hypothesis that age-

dependent inter-network, rather than intra-network, changes in FC might drive the 

behavioural age effects observed in Experiment 1. To this end, we performed a set of seed-

based analyses that tested for significant correlations of age with positive or negative resting-

state FC between each of our nine seeds and any other voxel in the brain (for details, see 

Supplementary Methods in Online Resource 2). In brief, these analyses comprised tests for 

decreases in positive FC with age, indicating age-dependent reductions in neural coupling, 

and tests for increases in negative FC with age, indicating diminished neural anti-correlations 

in advanced age. For either case, the statistical maps obtained from each of the nine seed-

based analyses were merged to identify regions that consistently showed significant age 

modulations of their FC with several seed regions.  

With respect to declines in positive FC with age, these analyses revealed no additional 

regions (i.e., no regions outside the a priori task network) with significantly age-sensitive 

connections to more than half of the seed regions. In fact, only a few additional regions were 

observed with age-sensitive connections to just three or four seeds (see Fig. 5A). Importantly, 

these additional regions were mostly adjacent to, and partially overlapping with, one of the 

seeds (right DLPFC, right dPMC, right TPJ, pre-SMA). The only regions clearly outside the a 
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priori network showing at least some consistency in age-related coupling changes were found 

in left supramarginal gyrus, dorsal posterior cingulate cortex, and cerebellum (Fig. 5A).  

Further, our exploratory whole-brain analysis revealed four clusters outside the target 

network (posterior cingulate cortex, anterior cuneus, left and right angular gyrus; see Fig. 5B) 

whose negative FC with six seed regions was inversely correlated with age. Beside these 

regions, there were several other clusters with age-sensitive anti-correlated connections to 

only a few seeds, in particular the dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal cortex, precuneus, 

medial occipital areas (V1, V2, V3), as well as left middle frontal and middle temporal gyri 

here were previously found to be part of the so- -

al., 2008; Greicius et al., 2003; Schilbach et al., 2012), which is typically deactivated during 

tasks that require sensorimotor processing such as our SRC task (Bzdok et al., 2013a, 2013b; 

Shulman et al., 1997; Toro et al., 2008). 
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3.2.5. Discussion 

Experiment 2 showed, first of all, substantial intrinsic FC between many regions associated 

with responding under conditions of spatial S-R incompatibility. Thus, the functionally 

defined, SRC task related brain network is, to a large extent, functionally interconnected at 

rest as well. These findings attest to 

intercommunication and interaction), in line with a recent study on the task-related effective 

connectivity among these regions (Cieslik et al., 2011). Importantly, we observed age-related 

decreases in intrinsic FC between several nodes of this network, with a predilection for 

reduced interconnectivity of the prefrontal and insular clusters. That is, FC between pre-SMA, 

anterior insula, and right DLPFC was particularly sensitive to age. These changes are in line 

with recent findings by Onoda et al. (2013), who reported similarly selective age effects on 

intrinsic FC within and between several resting-state networks defined via independent 

component analysis (i.e., significant age-related FC reductions between bilateral anterior 

insula and midcingulate cortex, but no FC changes within a bilateral fronto-parietal network 

or across both networks). Another earlier study reported decreased task-based FC with age 

among a set of brain regions associated with the cue-induced preparation for task switches 

(Madden et al., 2010). However, although several regions of this network overlapped with 

ours (among them right DLPFC, right TPJ, left IPS), a detailed comparison with our results is 

impossible, since the authors did not report FC measures for single pairs of regions but only 

an average score across several connections.  

Notably, the majority of interregional connections (12 out of 19) that showed intrinsic FC 

of at least medium effect size was unaffected by age, or, in one case, even increased its 

strength with age. This provides evidence against the notion of a general age-related decline 

in the functional coupling between distant brain regions. Rather, our findings argue for 

selective changes in the efficiency of interregional communication and interaction across the 
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lifespan, suggesting age-related deterioration in some cognitive subprocesses but not in 

others. This reasoning is further supported by the results of our control analysis in a network 

associated with cross-modal emotional processing (Müller et al., 2012). In this network, we 

only found the interhemispheric connections between three pairs of homotopic seeds to be 

-related effective 

connectivity within this network, the authors observed that it was exactly these 

interhemispheric connections that were least important for selecting the best model. Together, 

this suggests that the few significant age-related changes in FC observed in our control 

analysis did not occur between nodes that subserve greatly different processing sub-functions. 

In contrast, we did find such age-dependent internodal (but no general interhemispheric) FC 

differences in our incompatibility-related target network, further underscoring the specificity 

of the changes observed therein.  

The quantitative functional profiling revealed an association with attentional 

processing/control for both the age-sensitive and the age-insensitive parts of the task network, 

which is little surprising. The contrast analysis showed a stronger association of the age-

sensitive sub-network with cognitive processing in general. Of note, BrainMap experiments 

are labell

cognition, or cognition related to space or time. This argues for an association of this sub-

network as a whole with some rather abstract, high-level cognitive process(es), possibly 

related to task-set control and implementation (cf. Dosenbach et al., 2006; Langner & 

Eickhoff, 2013). In contrast, the age-insensitive sub-network showed a stronger association 

with visual motion perception and action execution, which, together with its association with 

attention, points to its role in some intermediate-level, more concrete and action-oriented 

processing. That is, the communication between regions involved in abstract, high-level 
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cognitive processes deteriorates in advanced age, while it remains intact (or even increases) 

between regions involved in more concrete sensorimotor cognition. These differential profile 

patterns suggest that aging affects SRC task performance via impairing high-level control 

processes rather than conflict resolution per se, possibly mediated  at least in part  through 

an age-related decline in the neural coupling between brain regions implementing task sets. 

Our supplementary analysis of whole-brain positive FC of each node of the 

incompatibility-related network did not reveal any outside-network regions whose 

connections to the target network were consistently (i.e., across more than four nodes) 

modulated by age. We, therefore, argue that the few age-sensitive connections between target- 

and outside-network regions that we did observe are too inconsistent to be a major driving 

force behind the age-related behavioural deficits in cognitive action control observed in 

Experiment 1. Of note, the only two clusters with age-sensitive connections to six task-

network seeds were located in left and right anterior insula (i.e., in parts of the task network), 

corroborating our previous network-based findings. That is, the exploratory whole-brain 

analysis actually provided additional evidence that the key connectivity changes are located 

within rather than outside the network. Conversely, the analysis of whole-brain negative FC 

of each task-network node yielded a set of consistently age-sensitive connections to regions of 

the default-mode network, associated with internally oriented cognition (e.g., mnemonic, 

imaginary, introspective, or social-cognitive processes; cf. Binder et al., 1999; Bzdok et al., 

2012; Buckner et al., 2008; Schilbach et al., 2012). The observed age-dependent reductions in 

anti-correlation between these regions and several of our task-related network nodes might 

thus reflect difficulties in recruiting task-relevant regions selectively in advanced age, leading 

-irrelevant cognition (cf. Mason et al., 2007; Roski et 

al., 2013a; Weissman et al., 2006). Such potentially dysfunctional age-related changes in FC 

between functionally distinct brain networks (i.e., neural de-differentiation) have been 
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recently reported for visual-attention and sensorimotor networks (Roski et al., 2013b) and 

might contribute to the behavioural deficits observed in Experiment 1 by undermining proper 

task-set implementation in the elderly. 

In conclusion, Experiment 2 revealed selective age-related decreases in intrinsic FC 

predominantly among prefrontal and insular parts of a network that was previously found to 

be associated with solving incompatibility-induced response conflicts (cf. Cieslik et al., 2010). 

This result is in agreement with other reports about selective, rather than generalized, adult 

age differences in FC between distributed brain regions (cf. Ferreira and Busatto, 2013; Goh, 

2011). Our findings in the task-related network were supplemented by the results of 

exploratory whole-brain FC analyses, which revealed no outside-network regions with 

consistent age-related reductions in their positive FC with nodes of the task network. These 

whole-brain analyses, however, detected some regions known to be part of the default-mode 

network that showed consistent age-related reductions in their functional anti-correlation (i.e., 

less negative FC) with several task-network nodes. Taken together, these exploratory findings 

corroborate our above conclusion and extend it by suggesting that the age-related behavioural 

deficits in speeded response conflict solution observed in Experiment 1 might partially result 

from a diminished de-coupling of regions subserving task-irrelevant cognition (cf. Weissman 

et al., 2006). 

 

4. General discussion 

In line with previous work (Grandjean and Collette, 2011; Proctor et al., 2005), we observed 

increased age-related costs of spatial S-R incompatibility. These costs were evident in the 

age-specific slowing of responses to spatially incompatible stimuli, while performance 

accuracy under conditions of incompatibility was not specifically reduced in advanced age. 

This suggests that elderly participants, although generally making more errors, manage spatial 
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S-R incompatibility the same way young adults do but, apparently, at the expense of speed. 

Importantly, this age-specific slowing of overcoming incompatibility was independent of 

-

response activation and may be considered a marker of general information processing speed. 

The increase in age-related incompatibility costs remained also present after accounting for 

performance accuracy, motor speed, speeded visuomotor coordination, and cognitive 

flexibility. Together, these findings indicate that managing spatial S-R incompatibility is 

compromised in higher age, beyond a global slowing of cognitive processing and 

independently of potential mediator variables. Thus, extending earlier research, our results 

provide evidence for a selective deficit in cognitive action control in older age. The 

behavioural data alone, however, do not indicate which subprocesses during response conflict 

solution might be specifically affected by age. Next, therefore, the FC data will be discussed 

and examined for further clues to answer this question. 

Several parts of the brain network involved in solving S-R incompatibility (Cieslik et al., 

2010) showed a decrease in intrinsic FC strength with age. Besides changes in regional 

activity (cf. Lee et al., 2006), this intrinsic connectivity decline might contribute to the age-

related drop in efficiency in response conflict resolution as observed in Experiment 1. 

Although our experiments do not provide direct evidence for this assumption (see section 4.1 

for further discussion), it receives indirect support from the cognitive functions associated 

with the areas showing age-related connectivity changes: The age-related FC decrease was 

mainly confined to right DLPFC, bilateral anterior insula, and pre-SMA (including adjacent 

midcingulate cortex). In line with our functional profiling results, these heteromodal regions 

are involved in high-level, integrative aspects of the intentional control of attention and action 

(Cole and Schneider, 2007; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Langner et al., 2011; Posner and 

Petersen, 1990). More specifically, right DLPFC has been repeatedly associated with top-
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down (i.e. rule-based and goal-oriented) response selection according to stimulus location 

(Cieslik et al., 2013b; Cisek, 2006; Eickhoff et al., 2011b; Langner et al., 2013; Schumacher 

et al., 2003). In a recent meta-analysis (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013), the same region was 

also found to be consistently related to sustaining attention to simple (non-spatial) tasks over 

time, in line with notions of its involvement in task-set monitoring (Shallice et al., 2008) and 

set-contingent biasing of sensorimotor processing (Corbetta et al., 2008). However, the 

coupling between right DLPFC and dPMC or pre-SMA/midcingulate cortex, respectively, 

was unaffected by age, suggesting that the modulatory influence of DLPFC on spatial S-R 

mapping and motor preparation, as presumably subserved by premotor regions (cf. Cieslik et 

al., 2011), is not directly altered in advanced age. Rather, the coupling decreased between 

DLPFC and bilateral anterior insula, which in turn demonstrated a substantial reduction in FC 

strength with pre-SMA. Thus, age-related changes in the impact of DLPFC signalling on 

premotor processing appear to be more indirect, presumably mediated via anterior insula pre-

SMA circuits. 

Anterior insula and pre-SMA/midcinglulate cortex are anatomically and functionally 

tightly connected (Augustine, 1996; Taylor et al., 2009) and appear to be jointly involved in 

implementing (i.e. activating and maintaining) task sets (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Dosenbach 

et al., 2006; Kurth et al., 2010). Task-set maintenance may include the repeated reactivation 

of task rules, triggered, for instance, by the occurrence of an external imperative stimulus or 

internal signals from performance monitoring systems (see also Langner and Eickhoff, 2013; 

Sridharan et al., 2008)

task schemata and monitoring their activation level, which were ascribed to dorsomedial 

prefrontal cortex and inferior lateral frontal cortex/anterior insula, respectively, based on 

human lesion studies (Shallice et al., 2008; Stuss et al., 1995). As pre-SMA was previously 

found to effectively modulate primary motor cortex activity on S-R-incompatible trials, 
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presumably via inhibiting the automatic activation of the ipsilateral response (Cieslik et al., 

2011), the observed age-related decline in pre-SMA insula coupling might lead to 

inefficiency in translating the instructed task set into appropriate top-down inhibitory signals 

and, thus, produce the specific RT slowing on incompatible trials in older age. This 

inefficiency might be aggravated by the additional FC decline between right anterior insula 

and right dPMC, which is involved in the cue-related preparation of speeded movements 

(Hoshi and Tanji, 2006; Langner et al., 2012; Weinrich and Wise, 1982). Finally, the reduced 

intrinsic coupling between anterior insula and right DLPFC with age may reflect diminished 

efficiency in transmitting reactive control signals from anterior insula to DLPFC. Such 

signalling, which may lead to adjustments of input expectations and associated biasing signals 

in DLPFC, has been suggested as a means by which the task-set maintenance system may 

counteract performance decline and (re)engage the mind in task-relevant processing with 

appropriate intensity (Langner and Eickhoff, 2013). In summary, the selective prefrontal and 

insular reductions in intrinsic FC strength with age could reflect increasingly dysfunctional 

levels of interaction between several task-relevant brain regions. These changes, in turn, 

might lead to reduced efficiency in using this network when task sets need to be implemented 

against prepotent response tendencies.  

Taken together with the results of Experiment 1, our findings argue against an 

explanation purely based on a domain-general decline in cognitive efficiency with age, as 

suggested by the processing-speed theory of cognitive aging (Salthouse, 1996). Rather, it 

appears that aging might selectively affect some higher-level cognitive functions involved in 

task-schema activation and monitoring. The nature of these mental faculties may, in turn, 

contribute to the pervasiveness of age-related performance deficits across tasks that require 

maintaining and managing multiple task sets (e.g., dual-tasking or task switching; cf. 

Verhaeghen et al., 2003; Wasylyshyn et al., 2011). It might also explain the absence of 
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stimuli or stimulus dimensions (e.g., flanker or Stroop tasks), rather than requiring the 

selection of responses depending on the current (but alternating) task set (see Verhaeghen, 

2011, for a review).  

Since SRC tasks require the block-wise alternating implementation of two opposing task 

sets (i.e., responding ipsi- vs. contralaterally), they should pose greater demands on task-set 

maintenance and monitoring, as compared to tasks that do not involve several task sets (cf. 

Logan, 2007; see also Los, 1996). In the context of task-switching, such set-level mixing costs 

are typically referred to as global switch costs (see Kiesel et al., 2010, for a review). A recent 

meta-analysis demonstrated that it is those global task-switching costs that are selectively 

-level) switch costs largely remain 

maintain two task sets does involve a[n age-related] deficit over and beyond the effects of 

our neural findings (i.e., most severe FC decreases with age between regions associated with 

task-set implementation and maintenance).  

The predominance of task-set maintenance over switching deficits in our interpretation of 

age differences in overcoming automatic response tendencies is further supported by our 

finding that the incompatibility × age interaction effect on RT was not abolished by taking 

cognitive flexibility into account. Cognitive flexibility, as assessed via the TMT-B TMT-A 

difference, reflects the ability to rapidly switch between two different task sets (i.e., search for 

numbers vs. letters; cf. Sánchez-Cubillo et al., 2009). In contrast, the block-wise performance 

averaging in SRC tasks rather emphasizes the ability to retrieve and maintain an instructed 

task set in the face of competition from a second task set regularly used within the same task. 

Accordingly, our findings agree well with previous suggestions that keeping competing task 
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sets apart and suppressing the currently irrelevant one might constitute a core problem in 

advanced age (cf. Mayr and Liebscher, 2001; Vu and Proctor, 2008). As spatially compatible 

responses are highly overlearned, the S-R-compatible task set should produce substantial 

competition, thus making the opposing (incompatible) task set even more difficult to 

maintain. Coping with this biased competition might become harder with advancing age and 

form one of the mechanisms that contribute to the age-specific decline in managing S-R 

incompatibility.  

Finally, although we did not investigate task-induced brain activity in the present study, 

we would like to comment briefly on the potential interplay between age-related changes in 

regional brain activation as observed previously and intrinsic interregional coupling as 

observed here. In fact, it has been repeatedly shown across a range of cognitive tasks that 

higher age is associated with the recruitment of additional (e.g. contralateral and/or prefrontal) 

brain regions (for reviews, see Cabeza, 2002; Dennis and Cabeza, 2008; Park and Reuter-

Lorenz, 2009). Such age-related regional hyperactivity has often been interpreted as 

compensatory (cf. Grady, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz and Cappell, 2008). We suggest that reduced 

interregional coupling may be one of the neural changes with age that need to be 

compensated. Thus, as argued above, the observed FC changes could constitute the neural 

substrate of an age-related decline in the efficiency of modulatory control signalling, leading 

to greater functional brain responses to maintain similar levels of cognitive control (cf. 

Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Turner and Spreng, 2012). In other words, age-related reductions 

in FC might drive the additional recruitment of brain regions in higher age. Moreover, this 

interaction effect may well work both ways: age-related increases in FC, as observed here for 

pre-SMA IPS connections, might also form a compensatory brain response to reduced or 

dedifferentiated functional brain activity. At any rate, acknowledging the possibility of 

compensatory changes across multiple dimensions of brain functioning should more generally 
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serve as a caveat against a potentially premature interpretation of unidimensional brain

behaviour relationships as either compensatory or dysfunctional. 

 

4.1. Limitations and future directions 

In Experiment 1, we relied on comparisons between two age categories (i.e., younger and 

older adults), which maximizes the sensitivity for age effects but, without intermediate age 

values, precludes investigating the trajectory of age-related changes. This drawback, however, 

does not apply to Experiment 2, where a large sample with a continuous age distribution was 

studied. Furthermore, both experiments share the limitations of a cross-sectional approach, 

which necessarily conflates age and cohort effects. Future studies using longitudinal designs 

should try to overcome these limitations.  

A specific limitation to Experiment 2 is the hypothesis-driven selection of regions of 

interest based on a previous fMRI study (Cieslik et al., 2010). This preselection might have 

y, but, 

importantly, it was based on the same task as used in Experiment 1. Also, supplementary 

seed-based whole-brain FC analyses indicated that we most likely did not miss any consistent 

age-related FC changes occurring outside the a priori defined task-relevant network, such as 

FC changes between regions that might only become relevant for successful SRC task 

performance in advanced age (cf. Cabeza, 2002). Furthermore, although all participants were 

screened for psychiatric and neurological disorders, the sensitivity of the screenings used at 

the four sites could be different. Therefore, it cannot be completely excluded that some 

participants with sub-clinical cognitive impairments were included. 

Finally, behavioural and FC changes with age were examined in two separate 

experiments using data from independent, non-overlapping samples. This precluded us from 

directly relating individual FC parameters to performance measures. However, by 
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investigating FC in exactly the network that is associated with incompatibility-related 

processing in the paradigm of Experiment 1, we may still provide complementary evidence 

linked by functional neuroanatomy. In future research it would be desirable to combine 

performance and fMRI measurements in the same participants and to use several imaging 

modalities (e.g., task-related and resting-state fMRI) in order to arrive at a more 

(potentially compensatory) interdependencies and associations with performance (cf. 

Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Madden et al., 2010; Schulte et al., 2011). Optimally, such 

studies would also consider morphological parameters. This would allow for investigating the 

question as to what degree age-related changes in behaviour, regional brain activity, and 

interregional 

could occur more frequently in frontal cortex. 

 

4.2. Conclusions 

Experiment 1 established that the age-related increase in S-R incompatibility costs is 

independent of both global slowing in cognitive processing speed with age (Salthouse, 1996) 

and other potential mediator variables that partially predicted the SRC effect. Experiment 2 

demonstrated selective decreases in intrinsic FC between several brain regions that had 

previously been found to be associated with solving such incompatibility-induced response 

conflicts in the same task (cf. Cieslik et al., 2010). Further exploratory analyses revealed 

several regions of the default-mode network whose de-coupling from the SRC-related 

network was consistently diminished in advanced age. The behavioural data as well as the 

cognitive functions of the regions whose intrinsic FC strength decreased with age jointly 

suggest that healthy aging is selectively associated with deterioration in 

maintaining/monitoring relevant task schemata, ultimately leading to less efficient cognitive 
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control over action. Thus, our findings argue against an age-related decline in cognitive 

conflict resolution ability per se. They furthermore provide converging evidence against the 

notion of a uniform decline in the general efficiency of cognitive processes with age. On the 

contrary, the preserved intrinsic FC between many network nodes can be taken to indicate that 

the efficiency with which regions involved in top-down action control communicate with each 

other is, to a large degree, well maintained across the adult lifespan.  
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Supplementary methods: Exploratory whole-brain functional connectivity (FC) analysis 

For each of our nine seeds, we performed a whole-brain FC analysis to explore whether there 

was significant FC with brain regions outside the a priori specified, incompatibility-related 

network. As with the network-based analysis, these seed-based analyses were performed 

using conjunctions across the FC main effect (separately for positive and negative FC) and the 

correlation between FC and age. However, we only tested for age-related decreases in positive 

FC (i.e., reduced neural coupling) and increases in negative FC (i.e., reduced neural de-

coupling), given that these changes should be the most relevant ones for driving behavioral 

changes with age. For these exploratory analyses to be sufficiently sensitive, we did not use 

an effect-size criterion but rather considered each cluster significant for which the conjunction 

analysis survived a cluster-level threshold of p < .05 (FWE-corrected; cluster-forming 

threshold at voxel level: p < .001). 

Subsequently, the resulting statistical maps were overlaid with each other to identify 

regions outside the a priori defined set of seed regions whose FC with the incompatibility-

related network was consistently affected by age. More specifically, we looked for additional 

regions that showed significant age modulations of their FC with more than half (i.e., > 4) of 

the original seed regions. This approach was based on the notion that additional regions that 

potentially contribute to the observed age effects on SRC task performance should show an 

age-sensitive neural coupling with, or de-coupling from, a substantial number (i.e., > 50%) of 

nodes of our incompatibility-related network.  
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 Discussion

 
The three studies at hand investigated age-related differences of task-dependent regional brain 

activity and intrinsic functional connectivity within and between brain networks. Study 1 

examined task-dependent age differences in activity of the sensorimotor system and the visual 

attention system, focusing on the dedifferentiation of task-evoked activity across both 

underlying networks. In Study 2, the neural underpinnings of this phenomenon in terms of 

resting-state functional connectivity were analyzed, thereby illuminating the putative relation 

of age-related connectivity differences to common behavioral changes in older adults. Finally, 

Study 3 focused on age-related differences in cognitive action control and connectivity 

changes within a distinct functional network associated with that process. 

 
 
Dedifferentiation  a global age-related phenomenon 
 
In the first study, two tasks engaging two distinct sets of brain regions (i.e., a sensorimotor 

task and a visual attention task) were analyzed in terms of their associated hemodynamic 

activity pattern and its change with age. The principal finding was a significant age-by-task 

interaction within specific regions in both networks reflecting a loss of neural specificity 

across brain systems. In detail, these regions showed a decrease of neural activity during the 

primarily associated task and increased activation during the other task with increasing age. 

These regions encompass the superior parietal area 7A and a sub-region within the dorsal pre-

motor cortex bilaterally as nodes associated with the visual attention task and a sub-region 

within the parietal opercular cortex bilaterally (predominantly area OP4), which is associated 

with the sensorimotor task. Importantly, the here observed loss of neural specificity thus 

seems to span multiple brain systems, mirroring a more global phenomenon during healthy 

aging as suggested previously (Grady et al., 1994; Carp et al., 2011). In particular, 

dedifferentiation has already been demonstrated within several functional systems (Grady et 
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al., 1994; Townsend et al., 2006) as well as across different tasks within a distinct functional 

system. However, the present results suggest that dedifferentiation in older adults comprises 

even brain regions that are associated with a functional system not engaged by the task at 

hand in younger adults. In terms of functional specialization, this finding emphasizes a 

substantial plasticity throughout the human life span, as the mapping between regional 

processes (local brain activity) and experimental tasks seems to vary with age. As elaborated 

on in the discussion of the first study, all regions in question feature a broad functional 

variety, playing a role in several cognitive and motor processes. To successfully perform a 

given task, these processes may be differentially recruited in the elderly, as compared with 

younger adults, leading to the observed modulation of neural specificity. In other words, the 

functional specificity of a brain region, reflected by its neural process, has not to be restricted 

to a distinct task and could even adapt its integration in neural networks. Consequently, the 

investigation of functional activity patterns throughout the life span may profit from 

comparing activation patterns from different tasks (engaging different brain systems).  

 

Dedifferentiation across systems - intrinsic changes  

The results of the second study highlight the intrinsic properties that may give rise to age-

related dedifferentiation across functional systems, as observed in Study 1. In particular, the 

resting-state FC analysis points to a diminished anti-correlation of intrinsic FC between the 

sensorimotor related and visual-attention-related regions (i.e., the task-specific regions). As 

these regions are anti-correlated with each other in the young subsample, their less distinct 

connectivity with age suggests a deterioration of mechanisms supporting task switching or 

mutual suppression in older adults. In line with this assumption, executive control processes, 

such as attention switching between tasks (Mayr et al., 2001) or inhibitory control (Hasher 

and Zacks, 1988) are proposed to be age sensitive. Correspondingly, the intrinsic 
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characteristics between the task-general regions, which feature interactions with all task-

specific regions, also point to this assumption. In particular, the communication between the 

rostral part of the supplementary motor cortex (SMAr) and the anterior insular cortex (AIC) 

bilaterally seems to decrease with increasing age. Both regions are known to be associated 

with the initiation and maintenance of mental task-sets (Dosenbach et al., 2006) and are 

assumed to contribute to the processing of one`s personal salience (Craig, 2002; Kerns et al., 

2004). The observed reduction in RS-FC between nodes of this network (SMAr and AIC) 

may hence affect task-switching (Wasylyshyn et al., 2011) and dual-tasking performance 

(Verhaeghen et al., 2003; Just et al., 2008) in older adults. Next, reduced intrinsic 

communication between the task-general SMAr and the sensorimotor-related area OP4 as 

well as the visual-attention-related area 7A was observed, reflecting again common 

(Gazzaley and D'Esposito, 2007). 

(Craig, 2002;Kerns et al., 2004) and repr

control of mental task sets (Dosenbach et al., 2006). An age-related decrease of 

communication between task- -

indicates a putative neural substrate of common difficulties in older adults during executive 

control processes (for review see Braver and West, 2007). 

Importantly, deteriorated mechanisms during task-switching or mutual suppression 

between both the visual attention and the sensorimotor networks and the less precisely 

controlled interplay of both systems may potentially drive a loss of neural distinctiveness 

across both systems with increasing age, corroborating the effect described in Study 1 (i.e., 

the dedifferentiation across systems). That is, the observed age-related RS-FC pattern reflect 

the previously demonstrated task-dependent activation pattern, thereby prompting 
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considerations on the potential predictive character of intrinsic FC for task-dependent 

activation. 

 

 

Intrinsic functional connectivity  selective changes 

The second study indicated a relation between intrinsic variations of FC and local task-

dependent activity changes with increasing age. Importantly, not all analyzed intrinsic 

connections showed age-related changes. A loss of intrinsic FC seems to occur rather 

selectively, arguing against a general and unspecific age-related decline in the functional 

coupling between brain regions. Moreover, is appears that in particular higher-order cognitive 

brain regions, relevant for top-down control, are affected. This, in turn, leads to a reduced 

efficiency in maintaining and controlling multiple task sets (Verhaeghen et al., 2003; 

Wasylyshyn et al., 2011). Consistent with these assumptions, Study 3 also reported intrinsic 

functional connections to be selectively affected by age between nodes of a network 

associated with incompatibility-induced stimulus response conflicts. These nodes 

predominantly comprised prefrontal brain regions, including the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex, pre-SMA, and AIC. Notably, the latter two regions closely correspond to the task-

general regions of the second study. Moreover, they showed similar intrinsic properties to 

these task-general regions, thereby fortifying the consistency of these RS-FC findings. Prior 

to the intrinsic FC analysis it was demonstrated in Study 3 that performance in a stimulus-

response incompatibility task is deteriorated in older adults beyond a global slowing of 

cognitive processing. In particular, it was shown that mediator variables (i.e., performance 

accuracy, motor speed, speeded visuomotor coordination, and cognitive flexibility) were 

unable to fully explain the observed differences related to aging. Hence, a deficit in cognitive 

action control based on selectively affected connections can be assumed. Supporting this 
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view, the subsequent analysis of intrinsic FC highlighted, similarly to the second study, a 

reduced intrinsic coupling between pre-SMA and AIC bilaterally. In accordance with the 

second study, a reduced ability of older adults for implementing task sets, is hypothesized.  

Taken together, Study 2 and 3 consistently yielded selective age-related changes in 

intrinsic coupling, which were predominantly observed between brain regions related to 

higher cognitive action control (i.e., activation and control of task-sets). It may hence be 

argued that these interregional variations might generally contribute to common age-related 

deficits in dual-tasking and task-switching performance. 

 

Summary 

An age-related loss of neural specificity might not be system- or task-specific but rather 

appears to span multiple brain systems, mirroring neuronal dedifferentiation within a 

particular system and suggesting that this may be a more global phenomenon than has been 

assumed up to now. In terms of functional specialization, the age-related differences in the 

mapping between neural activity and experimental tasks indicate functional plasticity 

throughout the human life span. The observed task-dependent loss of specificity across the 

visual-attention and sensorimotor system is accompanied by changes in intrinsic interregional 

FC. In particular, the interregional integration of a network strongly associated with the 

initiation and control of mental task sets (Dosenbach et al., 2006) seems to be deteriorated in 

advanced age, potentially triggering the observed less differentiated activation pattern. 

Moreover, this task- -

contribute to common age-related performance deficits across tasks that require managing 

several distinct task-sets, in turn reflecting the reduced ability of older adults to efficiently 

inhibit prepotent but irrelevant response tendencies. These assumptions, however, need to be 

addressed more directly in future research. In conclusion, the intrinsic state of the human 
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brain, and in particular age-related changes of this state, may predict changes of task-

dependent activation with age, thereby providing evidence that spontaneous brain activity (as 

observable in th

fundamental relevance for understanding the human aging brain. 
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